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ABSTRACT
Wierman, Matthew Kenneth Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. Measure-
ment of Combustion Response to Transverse Modes at High Pressure. Major Pro-
fessor: William E. Anderson.
A two dimensional transverse combustor capable of producing and modulating
an unstable flowfield was tested at Purdue. The combustor used an array of coaxial
ox-centered shear injector elements. The oxidizer posts were able to be discretely
changed in length between tests to investigate different post resonance conditions.
A single Study element was placed in the middle of the driven unsteady flowfield
so its response could be measured using pressure measurement and high speed im-
agery. This approach was supported by past testing of the longitudinal Continuously
Variable Resonance Combustor and past transverse chambers. Mean flow rates and
pressures were fixed across the series of tests.
Phase lag data between pressure measurement locations support a simple linear
post-to-chamber interaction mechanism. Phase lags between chamber measurements
were unaffected by the change in oxidizer post length. Scaling was established between
amplitude levels and post lengths between the longitudinal and transverse combustors,
which further supported the proposed post-to-chamber response mechanism.
High speed imaging of OH* chemiluminesence was used as a marker of heat re-
lease. Mean flame behavior showed broad distribution and flame shortening at high
forcing amplitude and compact, elongated flame shape at low forcing amplitude. Mul-
tiple image analysis techniques were utilized to process these data. Proper orthogonal
decomposition and dynamic mode decomposition showed spatial and temporal char-
acter of image time slices sorted by descriptive content and frequency, respectively.
These analyses both identified significant behavior at the same frequencies as chamber
pressure perturbations.
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A systematic code was developed to select relevant time slices to generate flame
describing functions of image magnitude and phase lag as a function of pressure am-
plitude. The magnitude flame describing functions showed low amplitude linear be-
havior with a divergence at high amplitude. For phase lag flame describing functions,
a convergence towards phase locked behavior was noted as amplitude increased.
11. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.1.. Damage to F-1 injector face and chamber side wall as a result
of spontaneous transverse combustion instability [1].
Combustion instability is a prominent problem in rocket propulsion. The coupling
of unsteady heat release and chamber acoustics leads to pressure/velocity resonance
[1–3]. This behavior is common in high temperature, high energy density combustion
devices like gas turbines and rocket engines. Sufficiently powerful resonance increases
heat transfer to chamber walls and injector faces leading to engine degradation and
destruction (Fig. 1.1). Design analysis and proof testing of engines is only possible
at fullscale. Due to the large development costs inherent in fullscale engine design
2and testing, present new engine development relies on successful past designs without
understanding the reasons for past success. The history of failure in new engine
testing and lack of understanding for successful engine programs instill a significant
risk to innovate.
Despite general steady-state approximations to describe mean behaviors and prop-
erties, combustion within an engine is a highly dynamic process subject to disturbance
and oscillation. Minor oscillations can negatively affect performance capabilities. If
certain modes excited by flow and combustion match structural modes of the rocket,
strong oscillations can be excited, which left unchecked can lead to vehicle failure.
In addition to their destructive character, oscillatory modes and actions are highly
difficult to characterize. Therefore combustion instability represents the principal
concern of modern research into engine operation and improvement. Full scale en-
gine testing carries large cost and is limited in possible instrumentation and design
flexibility. Small scale injector testing lacks ultimate fidelity and scalability to flight
engines. Present research concentrates on instability characterization and scalable
experimentation to flight operation.
Combustion instabilities arise from numerous sources across a vehicle, but can be
described in three ranges. Low frequency instability, or chugging, occurs in modes
up to 400 Hz. Chugging arises from the elastic character of propellant feed systems
and the structures of the rocket engine and vehicle. Low frequency disturbances from
chugging can produce strong longitudinal oscillations along a rocket, known as pogo
oscillation [1].
3Figure 1.2.. Mass-spring approximation of two stage rocket. [1].
By considering the chugging as a forcing function, the rocket can be modeling as
a large spring-mass system (Figure 1.2). Each mass segment of the rocket (propel-
lant tanks, propellant, payload, engines, etc.) is modeled as point mass, and their
contacts are approximated as springs. Though this does present numerous degrees of
freedom to affect, the model allows damping to be built into the system to minimize
or eliminate the excitation of low frequency longitudinal oscillation [1, 2].
Medium frequency instability, or buzzing, occurs between 400-1000 Hz. Often
characterized by a coupling of the combustion process and a segment of propellant
feed, buzzing seldom exceeds 5% of the mean chamber pressure in amplitude and
does not contain much vibratory energy. Alone, buzzing is regarded as more of an
annoyance than a destructive phenomenon. The risk of buzzing is its tendency to
excite more disastrous modes. Rather than quickly damp out, a buzzing frequency
4near the acoustic resonance of the combustion chamber can be easily sustained and
built, leading to engine failure and destruction [1, 2].
High frequency instability, or screeching, occurs with frequency above 1000 Hz.
Energy content is directly related to frequency, making screeching the most dangerous
type of instability. Mostly seen in the design phase of a new rocket engine, screeching
is generally caused by the acoustic modes of the combustion chamber itself (Fig. 1.3).
Longitudinal modes appear normal to the injector face and nozzle, and transverse
modes appear tangent to the injector face. Radial, spinning, and combined modes
are also possible [4]. Mode frequencies are generally defined by acoustic length scales
with shorter lengths leading to higher frequencies. Of these, transverse modes tend
to be the most damaging, as they involve velocity and pressure effects over multiple
injectors. Nonlinear transverse waveforms are often similar to detonation waves in
terms of wave pressure ratios [2]. Large wave amplitude, steep fronted waveforms, and
ragged waveform following the peak are all indicative of nonlinear tangential waves.
Increasing mixing and multiple injector interactions lead to an increased probability of
heat release and acoustic mode coupling and allow high possibility to excite dangerous
modes. Increased heat release from such unsteady interactions can quickly lead to
degradation and destruction of a combustion chamber.
5(a) Longitudinal.
(b) Transverse. (c) Radial.
Figure 1.3.. Acoustic Pressure Modeshapes [5].
Unfortunately, high frequency instability is the most difficult form of instability
to model and the mode lacking extensive analytical study. While the other instability
forms can be analyzed as separate parts or on smaller scales, screeching requires full
scale operation of a rocket engine to arise. Use of stability bombing or pulse guns is
often used to induce directed broadband noise to incite unstable modes for stability
rating on fullscale operational engines, but this is costly and risk-intensive [2].
Instability control is a prime concern during the design of a rocket engine. Given
the great expense of testing, designs must be robust and well understood before
the first metal is cut. Instability prevention can be implemented through multiple
methods. Active feedback control uses a controller to hold conditions to a constant,
but requires extensive understanding of engine conditions and dynamics. Such sensing
6is usually not cost effective or within technological reach. Altering injector features,
such as hole pattern, hole size, and pressure drop, can create conditions to dampen
instability. These alterations occur on an empirical basis once a design has been fixed.
As such, these changes are limited due to the cost of repeatedly implementing a new
design [1].
Figure 1.4.. Injector assembly from SSME. Note six outer compartments
and one central compartment baffle structure [1].
Mitigation generally occurs through combustion chamber design that dampens os-
cillations at the antinodes of a combustion chambers resonances and reduces sources
of excitation like chugging and buzzing [1, 2]. The most common approach to de-
signing damping into a system is the introduction of baffles (Fig. 1.4). Baffles are
designed with the assumption that most instabilities are driven by conditions near
the manifold, such as injection, atomization, and combustion. Baffles minimize cou-
pling and amplification of forcing sources by interrupting transverse velocity waves
across the injector face. Across a manifold, arrays of injectors are lengthened to
create compartments. Such compartments are always produced in odd numbers, as
7even numbers of arrays provide geometry to enhance, rather than dampen, instability.
Such extensions are pushed into a more high temperature, reacting zone of the en-
gine and must be built strong to withstand those conditions [1]. Acoustic resonators
are also often employed. Where baffles change the acoustic geometry of a combus-
tor, acoustic resonators are designed to couple with and dampen chamber acoustics
through either monotuned or bituned design. The wide range of chamber acoustics
makes it difficult to target and dampen all possible modes through utilizing a single
array of resonators. Targeted damped modes often allow other modes to arise.
Although the complexity of the problem presently precludes the use of predictive
models for fullscale design, recent high-fidelity CFD models have shown capability of
matching stability behavior in subscale experimental combustors [6]. If the simula-
tions are able to match subscale behavior, then there is promise that they also can be
used to predict fullscale behavior. Still, computational results have to be compared
to selected experiments to illustrate how they can be used, to gain confidence in their
application, and to validate their operation.
Engineering level models, like linearized Euler equations or acoustics, require far
less time and expense and can characterize the general operation of a whole combus-
tor. However, these low order approximations lack the fidelity and detail of higher
order models, like Large Eddy Simulations (LES), that can fully characterize ev-
ery data point in a fine mesh, but as mentioned above are still in an early stage of
application. High order models are constrained by present computing power, and
large multi-injector element arrays cannot be simulated in a reasonable amount of
time [6]. As computing power continues to increase, more options become avail-
able for modeling and prediction of unstable behavior along time cycles conducive
to engine development. At any rate, experimental data are needed to support the
validation of higher order models and the distillation of the validated results into a
more manageable form that isolates key parameters.
There is a need for physics-based understanding of acoustic and heat release be-
havior, which will allow identification of parameters and interactions necessary for
8triggering, growth, and limit cycle maintenance of unstable behavior. While not as
accurate as CFD modeling, engineering level models that are based on linearized Eu-
ler equations, acoustics, or other computationally simple process require many orders
of magnitude less time and expense and can characterize the general operation of a
whole combustor. These computations require input of physically meaningful com-
bustion response models, that could be generated from experimental or high fidelity
CFD results [7,8]. It also necessitates more rigorous means of comparison and valida-
tion between experiments and computations. The process elements establish a cycle
of modeling and validation (Fig. 1.5) that could produce a robust a priori predictive
model of combustion instability for rockets and aero-propulsion systems [9].
Figure 1.5.. Hierarchical chart of present combustion instability analysis
[9].
1.1 Organization
Chapter 2 details background and past work leading into the experimental study.
Combustion response functions relate unsteady heat release response in magnitude
and time lag to amplitude of unsteady pressure or velocity. Past studies establish
9the experimental techniques to be used in the presented study. The Continuously
Variable Resonance Combustor (CVRC) is a single element longitudinal combustor
that uses a translating choking surface to change the effective length of its oxidizer
post to drive different behaviors and amplitudes of unsteady pressure. The Transverse
Chamber uses a linear array of simplified CVRC elements to drive transverse modes
which can be used to study a selected center element’s response to such a driven
flowfield. The techniques established in these studies are extended to and justify the
reduction of risk in the present study.
Chapter 3 details the Transverse Instability Combustor (TIC) and data analysis
methods. The injector designs, chamber layout, and operational points are detailed
with design heritage from past experiments. A filtered, intensified high-speed camera
is used to collect CH* chemluminesence emission from the center study element, which
uses the same geometry and flow rate as the CVRC element. Data analysis techniques
are presented to select near-steady amplitude pressure oscillations and analyze corre-
sponding time slice high-speed image data using Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
and Dynamic Mode Decomposition. These techniques isolate, respectively, the most
descriptive and highest energy periodic content of the high-speed images time slices.
These time slices of unsteady pressure and processed image data are used to construct
response functions as a function of unsteady pressure amplitude.
Chapter 4 details experimental results and determination of test points using the
discretely set oxidizer post lengths and the processing of image data from optical tests.
Using different configurations of driving injector oxidizer post length, test points are
found for repeatable spontaneous unstable behavior at different levels of pressure
amplitude. Phase behavior between across the combustion chamber and oxidizer
posts is used to characterize the unsteady flowfield. Combustion response functions
in magnitude and time lag are constructed using the reduced data from pressure and
light emission data. Such functions characterize the response of the study element to
these driven unsteady flowfields.
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Chapter 5 details conclusions and future work. More study element designs can
be tested within the characterized driven transverse flowfield.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Stability and Energy Flux
Figure 2.1.. Fluxes of energy entering the oscillator system E1, dissipated
by the system E2, and their difference δE = E2 - E1 vs oscillation ampli-
tude A [4].
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A oscillatory system is unstable when oscillatory energy input is greater than
dissipative energy output [4]. Stability diagrams (Fig. 2.1) show this input and
output of energy flux and identify the pressure amplitude levels where a limit cycle
is possible. Energy input can come from unsteady heat release and injector acoustic
interactions. Energy output can come from nozzle and chamber impedance, acoustic
dampers, and turbulent dissipation. These are highly simplified forms combining
several mechanisms at play in a combustor. These nonlinear forms of energy transfer
highlight the various conditions under which a system may excite to a limit cycle
or dampen a pressure disturbance [4]. Linear theory addresses low amplitude effects
to predict behavior at initial onset and growth of instability [2]. Nonlinear theory
addresses the transition and maintenance of limit cycle behavior at the energy balance
shown here.
2.2 Flame Describing Functions
According to Rayleigh’s Criterion, when heat is added at a pressure maximum or
removed from a pressure minimum, unsteady pressure amplitude grows [10]. Con-
versely, heat extracted at a pressure maximum or heat added at a pressure minimum
leads to amplitude decay. This relationship between unsteady heat release and gas
dynamics can be simply demonstrated in a Rijke tube and is the principal mechanism
under study for amplitude growth and decay in unstable combustors.
Nonlinear flame response models are constructed to address the functional re-
lationship between unsteady heat release and local perturbations of pressure and
velocity [11, 12]. Combustion response transfer functions, or flame describing func-
tions (FDF), describe the magnitude and phase of heat release as a function of local
unsteady pressure/velocity. They have been constructed from experimental measure-
ments of pressure/velocity and CH* or OH* chemiluminescence, used to approxi-
mate heat release [13]. Low amplitude fluctuations tend to have a linear response
in magnitude, which concurs with the use of linear input growth rates in classical
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models [12, 14]. This approach simplifies computation by taking a solely linear ap-
proach. However, the combustion response at high amplitude fluctuations reaches a
saturation level, which (in conjunction with increased acoustic damping) allows the
development of limit cycle behavior. In a self-excited unstable pre-mixed air and
natural gas longitudinal combustor, Hield et al studied the scaling of unsteady light
emission as a function of velocity perturbation amplitude and time delay between
such events. A shift to nonlinear behavior in the heat release was determined em-
pirically and was linked to unsteady amplitude, Reynolds number, equivalence ratio,
and frequency [13].
Hield, et al, treated gain and phase as functions of local amplitude and fitted them







n, τ ∼ c+ aeburms (2.2)
where n is the gain, τ is phase lag, q is heat release, u is velocity, and a, b, and c
are empirically determined constants. Terms that are prime and bar represent pertur-
bation and mean quantities, respectively. n and τ were specifically mapped against
rms velocity rather than the instantaneous oscillating velocity [13]. The strength of
the measured correlation suggests combustion response follows amplitude rather than
instantaneous velocity/pressure. Spectral content was greater at lower frequencies,
suggesting that the combustion response acts roughly as a low pass filter [15]. By
coupling this low pass filter-like combustion response with Culick’s Galerkin model
of gas dynamics and response, it is hypothesized that the combustion would signifi-
cantly drive only lower modes, and higher modes would primarily arise due to energy
transfer between modes [16].
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2.. Example flame describing function showing gain and phase
of combustion response as a function of normalized unsteady velocity [6].
Flame describing functions are typically determined empirically from experiments
and are not necessarily fit to any predicted physical model. Given the diversity
of injector designs, flow conditions, and combustion characteristics, it is unlikely a
generalized form could be developed that would apply to different experiments. For a
priori prediction, these empirical models shall either have to be matched to a physics-
based model based or shall have predictive behavior drawn from a yet-to-be-measured
array of baseline injector data. In the interests of injector design possibilities and
considering the potential size of such a database, a mechanistic description of injector
physics will be most useful for future design efforts, even if such a model is not
immediately clear at this time.
Largely due to due to current methods of computation and experimental measure-
ment, present models are only used for discrete or global spatial effects. High-speed
imaging allows both temporally and spatially resolved measurements of the signal
from combustion light and is leading to improved understanding of the spatial distri-
bution of the combustion as a function of the unsteady amplitude. By investigating
available methods of data processing at several levels of spatial and temporal reso-
lution, high speed imaging can be used in conjunction with high frequency pressure
15
measurements to empirically determine physically meaningful flame describing func-
tions.
2.3 Linearized Euler Equations
Figure 2.3.. Sample LEE mode shape with boundary conditions. Mass
inflow and short nozzle approximation. Diameter expansion at x = 0 and
heat release at x = 2. LEE predicts spatial modeshapes that can be fed
into temporal calculations [9].
Utilizing an arbitrary number of discrete domains with dimensions and mean
conditions (Fig. 2.3), the Linearized Euler Equations (LEE) predicts mode shapes,
frequencies, linear growth rates, entropy waves, and other effects [9, 17]. At present
LEE addresses only mean heat release at discrete boundaries between domains. How-
ever discrete heat release locations do not match the distributed combustion seen in
rocket combustors. Given an increasing number of small discrete domains, the model
can approach continuous flow and combustion.
As a linearized model, LEE predicts frequencies and linear growth rates but can-
not predict limit cycle behavior. Through separation of variables, the Generalized
Instability Model (GIM) and other models based on the Culick Galerkin formula-
tion address the temporal components of combustion instability, but a modeshape is
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required to process driving and damping effects from spatial interactions in gas dy-
namics, momentum, and heat release. Among other possible inputs, LEE modeshapes
can be used as modeshape input to GIM. This allows to GIM to use the discrete heat
release, boundary condition, and mean flow properties unique to LEE.
2.4 Generalized Instability Model
Figure 2.4.. Expanded Galerkin equation detailing the forcing integrals
used to predict the temporal component of pressure perturbation in GIM.
η is temporal component of pressure perturbation. ψ is spatial modeshape
of pressure perturbation. ω is angular frequency. ρ is density. a is sound
speed. p is pressure. u is velocity. γ is the specific heat ratio. En is a bulk
property term. M ′ is the momentum input term. E ′ is the energy input
term. Mean and perturbation quantities are noted. Effects of mean flow,
nonlinear gas dynamics, boundary conditions, momentum, and energy are
included.
Based on Culicks Galerkin formulation, the Generalized Instability Model (GIM)
is a numerical model of combustion instability that generates time-dependent ampli-
tudes of pressure based on input boundary and composition conditions [18]. GIM
solves an unsteady inhomogeneous wave equation for the acoustic pressure pertur-
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bation, p’. Individual terms and assumptions (Fig. 2.4) in the formulation can be
selectively turned on and off for calculation, allowing various levels of fidelity to be
tested within the same program. Such effects include mean flow, entropy fluctuations,
and various simple heat release models. Due to GIM’s temporal focus, the Linearized
Euler Equations (LEE) model is used to generate spatial modeshapes for modeshape
interaction terms, but other user-generated modeshapes can be input as well [9]. Af-
ter assumptions of boundary conditions and heat release models have been selected,
GIM numerically proceeds through the surface and volume integrals at each timestep
to output the time-dependent amplitude of each selected mode of interest.
While the preceding terms in the GIM equation (Fig. 2.4) address the inherent
gas dynamics in the system, the final term details the unsteady energy input into the
system as a connection between unsteady heat release and chamber gas dynamics. It
is primarily on this term that amplitude growth is determined. GIM uses heat release
models that follow constant n-τ forms of gain and time lag and can also utilize input
combustion response transfer functions that follow nonlinear frequency-dependent or
amplitude-dependent n and τ based on experimental and computational data. Models
can be input based on pressure or velocity dependence and can have discrete point or
distributed spatial locations in multiple dimensions with axial and radial distribution.
Multiple heat release terms can be applied in a single run of the model, as each is
treated as an independent input for the last term of the equation.
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(a) Growth rate as a function of normal-
ized τ . The legend indicates interaction
index n.
(b) Growth rate as a function of interac-
tion index n. The legend indicates nor-
malized τ .
Figure 2.5.. Amplitude growth rate from a parametric analysis in GIM.
The CVRC geometry and composition were used with 5.5” post length
and no mean flow.
A parametric analysis was performed in GIM using the Continuously Variable
Resonance Combustor geometry and composition. For sufficiently high gain values,
the system was generally unstable for time lags between 0 and 0.25 periods and
0.75 and 1 period. The system was generally stable for periods between 0.25 and
0.75 periods. Increasing the gain value in this conditions tended to increase the
magnitude of the response, whether leading to faster growth for an unstable system
or faster damping for a stable system. These behaviors matched predicted behavior
from the Rayleigh Criterion as it applies to the GIM equation (Fig. 2.4). Parametric
analysis using GIM indicates the expected outcome that the factors of the unsteady
heat release model have the greatest influence on determining the stability of the
overall system. As such, it is of paramount importance to best capture the relevant
physics in a flame describing function. Such information is an input to GIM and needs
to be generated from processed results from computational or experimental studies.
These models are can be manually input or input from generated look up tables.
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2.5 Subscale Experiments
Subscale combustors can match per-element flow rates, pressures, and frequencies
without needing the fullscale size of operational rocket engines [2, 19, 20]. Acoustic
frequency behavior can be self-excited from combustor design and flow properties or
driven through external forcing by speakers or other actuation. Experiment design can
be tailored to limitations of present computational models through defined boundary
conditions and smaller overall domain size. This enables better direct comparison
between experimental and computational data.
2.5.1 DLR Combustors
The DLR Combustor H (BKH) is a rectangular high pressure five element LOX/gH2
combustor (Fig. 2.6) [21–24]. The propellents, shear coaxial element design, element
pattern, 600psi chamber pressure, combustion chamber dimensions were all chosen to
best simulate fullscale combustor behavior in a subscale experiment. The BKH uses a
rotating toothed wheel to expel exhaust from secondary nozzle that is perpendicular
to the mean flow axis. A sweep of rotational speed allows numerous frequencies to be
tested in a single test, including the chamber 1L and 1T modes. These modes were
also predicted by a companion finite element analysis. High frequency pressure mea-
surement and high speed OH* and shadowgraph images were taken. Shadowgraph
imaging showed that LOX core breakdown and deflection are significantly different
between off-resonance and 1T mode excitation frequencies. 1T mode excitation led
to the highest unsteady pressure amplitude and a LOX core length reduction of up
to 70%. OH* emission showed increases at 1L and 1T mode excitation. Through
external forcing via the secondary nozzle, the BKH provides a test bed to study a
representative element array’s response to a measured chamber acoustic modes.
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Figure 2.6.. The DLR Combustor H (BKH). [22].
The DLR Combustor D (BKD) is a high-pressure single element LOX/H2 combus-
tor (Fig. 2.7) that is self-excitedly unstable at a range of operating conditions [25]. It
has 42 shear coaxial ox-centered injectors in a 3.15 inch diameter combustor. Within a
single test, the BKD runs several operating test points for chamber pressure (1160psi
- 870psi) and O/F ratio (2 - 6). Longitudinal, rotational, and transverse acoustic
modes were excited at nearly all test conditions with mode frequency generally scaled
by chamber sound speed. Mode characterization was performed with a circumferen-
tial ring of high sample pressure transducers located near the injector face. Testing
interchangeably used cryogenic liquid hydrogen and room temperature gaseous hy-
drogen. The higher temperature gas generally excited stronger modes and higher
frequencies due to the increase in sound speed and mixing efficiency.
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Figure 2.7.. The DLR Brenkammer D (BKD). High frequency measure-
ment ring has eight dynamic pressure transducers to characterize chamber
acoustic modes. [25].
2.5.2 Continuously Variable Resonance Combustor
The continuously variable resonance combustor (CVRC) is a single-injector dump
combustor with variable ox post length (Fig. 2.8) [9, 26]. The main chamber is 15
inches long and 1.5 inches in diameter. The length of the oxidizer tube in the coaxial
injector can continuously vary from 7.5 inches to 3.5 inches, resulting in a range of
resonance conditions and unsteady pressure amplitudes (Fig. 2.9). The combustor
uses decomposed H2O2 and CH4 at a chamber pressure of approximately 200 psi to
allow the use of ideal gas properties. Operation ranges from stable to unstable in a
single test, with multiple modes apparent during instability (Fig. 2.10). The first
longitudinal (1L) mode ranges from 1300 Hz to 1500 Hz with higher harmonics
at whole number multiples of the fundamental frequency with maximum unsteady
peak-to-peak pressure amplitude of 70% of measured chamber pressure. The oxidizer
post traverse moves at 2 in/s, which is sufficiently slow compared to the acoustic
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frequencies to apply a quasi-steady state assumption to frequency response. The
CVRC is a evolutionary development of longitudinal combustor tests that investigated
repeatable instability using various fixed oxidizer post length, fixed chamber lengths,
and oxidizer post inlet designs [27, 28].
The longitudinal combustors were used to test a proposed vortex shedding mech-
anism to link heat release to unsteady chamber gas dynamics [9, 26–28]. Under this
mechanism, a pressure wave originating at the injector dump plane travels upstream
through the oxidizer post. When the oxidizer choke plane and is reached, pressure
wave bounces back from the acoustic boundary and travels downstream through the
oxidizer post. As the traveling wave passes the dump plane, it creates a shed vor-
tex containing mixed fuel and oxidizer. This vortex travels downstream and impacts
the wall approximately 5 step heights downstream of the dump plane, resulting in
a sudden localized heat release. If this event in the near injector region is timed
with the local chamber pressure maximum, then amplitude growth is encouraged un-
der Rayleigh’s Criterion. The Sisco studies examined the step height assumption,
and optical CVRC experiments and CVRC computations continue to examine the
resonance of the oxidizer post as it leads to vortex shed timing.
Testing can be performed alternatively with an instrumented chamber head end
or an optically accessible head end. The instrumented head end incorporates five
Kulite high-frequency pressure transducers along the chamber axis to measure un-
steady pressure both temporally and spatially. The measured pressure signals show
steep-fronted pressure waveforms indicating highly nonlinear behavior. Over the tra-
verse (Fig. 2.10), the measured pressure signal indicates steady low noise behavior.
At an oxidizer post length of about 6 inches, there is a sudden appearance of high am-
plitude unsteady pressure at several harmonic frequencies. As the traverse continues,
the higher modes sequentially disappear until a return to generally steady behavior.
The changing oxidizer post length and resulting resonances with chamber modes pro-
vides a large continuous range of unsteady pressure amplitudes for measurement of
combustion response.
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The optically accessible head end comprises a quartz tube fitted inside an acrylic
plastic tube, which provides both strength and visibility in the emission range of the
CH* radical (430nm) [29]. Movies are recorded with a Phantom V7.3 color high-
speed camera, a Semrock 434 nm narrow band filter, and a Videoscope VS4-1845HS
intensifier. The thick and curved combustor walls cause some radial distortion. As
a result recorded movies are best used for characterization of axial response rather
than radial response. The high-speed imagery clearly shows a changing combustion
response during the oxidizer post traverse. Light emission magnitude, phase rela-
tive to local pressure, and position change as limit cycle and maximum amplitude
are reached. Since heat release is being correlated with light emission, heat release
response magnitude, phase, and position are also changing with local amplitude.
Figure 2.8.. A longitudinal continuously variable resonance combustor
(CVRC). The element is an ox-centered shear coaxial injector using CH4
and decomposed H2O2. The chamber length is 15 inches. The chamber
diameter is 1.5 inches. The ox post length, set by a traversing choked
inlet, can continuously vary from 7.5 to 3.5 inches. The visible area is
provided by a transparent quartz chamber section that extends from the
injector face to 5 inches downstream of the injector face [9].
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Figure 2.9.. Normalized rms pressure amplitude as a function of oxidizer
post length for Test 2 with an optically accessible head end. The oxidizer
post translates continuously from 7.5 inches to 3.5 inches, which is right
to left in this plot. Due to wall heat transfer effects in the quartz head
end, high amplitude triggering occurs upon ignition with little temporally
resolved rise in amplitude with decreasing oxidizer post length.
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Figure 2.10.. A spectrogram of the high sample rate pressure measurement
near the nozzle of the CVRC during a translating test. The blue line
indicates the oxidizer post length. The two spikes are due to noise in the
actuator measurement. An instrumented steel head end was used in this
test [9].
2.5.3 Transverse Chambers
The transverse combustor (Fig. 2.11) is a rectangular combustor comprising a
linear array of seven ox-centered, fuel swirl elements injecting decomposed H2O2 and
JP-8 at chamber pressures of 125 psi to 140 psi depending on the injector config-
uration [30, 31]. Unsteady peak-to-peak pressure amplitudes similarly range from
11% to 72% of measured chamber pressure with varying degrees of amplitude steadi-
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Figure 2.11.. A subscale transverse combustor. Elements are ox-centered
shear coaxial injectors using JP-8 and decomposed H2O2. The chamber
width is 26.7 cm. The chamber length including the nozzle is 23.5 cm.
The chamber height is 3.81 cm. The window is placed at the center of the
chamber and adjacent to the injector face to permit visibility of the flow
and combustion light emission of the center study element. The study
element (Element 4) is a gas-centered swirl coaxial element located at
the velocity antinode of the 1W mode, which is driven by the six outer
elements [30].
High frequency pressure measurement was recorded using Kulite WCT-312M pres-
sure transducers. A total of ten transducers locations were utilized. Along both
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transverse walls, two measurement locations were located at 1.9 inches and 3.9 inches
downstream of the injector face. On these walls, these locations correspond to pres-
sure antinodes for all possible transverse modes. Pressure measurement locations
were located on both sides of the window at 1.15 inches, 2.65 inches, and 3.9 inches
from the injector face. This overall arrangement allows for identification of all possi-
ble transverse, longitudinal, and combined acoustic mode shapes of the combustion
chamber. The close coupling of the mid-chamber measurement locations to the win-
dow allows analysis of changes in pressure and velocity waves as they pass through
the observed center element’s combustion.
Testing established conditions for low, medium, and high levels of unstable ampli-
tude [31]. This was achieved by setting specific injector elements as monopropellant
or bipropellant. These settings and resulting operating conditions are indicated in
Table 2.1. Depending on the injector configuration, the first width (1W) mode ranged
from 1750 Hz to 2000 Hz with higher harmonics at whole number multiples of the
fundamental frequency. Limit cycle behavior with nonlinear steep-fronted waveform
was noted throughout the test campaign (Fig. 2.12). Frequency content was noted
at the 1W mode frequency and whole number multiple harmonics of that frequency.
The phase lags between locations indicated a strong transverse pressure wave and no
longitudinal unsteady pressure content. This unsteady pressure flowfield results in
strong velocity oscillations at the center element location, which is the principal tar-
get of combustion response measurement for this combustor. Fundamental frequency
variation primarily arose due to differences in chamber combustion composition de-
pending on the injector configuration.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.12.. Highpass filtered pressure from the tranverse chamber. High
amplitude steep-fronted nonlinear waveforms are present at a limit cycle.
Phasing across locations shows a strong transverse pressure wave and no
longitudinal distribution. [30].
Optical accessibility is provided to the study element through a flat quartz window,
which allows good transmission of light in the emission range of the CH* radical
(430nm). Images of CH* intensity are recorded with a Phantom V7.1 black and
white high-speed camera, a Semrock 434 nm narrow band filter, and a Videoscope
VS4-1845HS intensifier. The observed study element is located at the measured 1W
velocity antinode and 2W pressure antinode.
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Table 2.1.. Test conditions for the Transverse Chamber [30, 31]. O indi-
cates bipropellant flow. X indicates monopropellant oxidizer flow.
Operating Condition High Medium Low
Injector Configuration OOXOXOO OXXOXXO XOXOXOX
Total unsteady pressure amplitude (psi) 141 125 17
Combustion chamber pressure (psi) 95 47 125
1W Frequency (Hz) 2033 1807 1856
1W Amplitude (psi) 57 30 9
2W Frequency (Hz) 4065 3705 3460
2W Amplitude (psi) 23 8 2
Study JP-8 mass flow rate (lbm/s) 0.066 0.066 0.066
Driving JP-8 mass flow rate (lbm/s) 0.29 0.14 0.14
H2O2 mass flow rate (lbm/s) 2.98 2.99 3.01
With a demonstrated ability to drive transverse modes, modulate unsteady pres-
sure amplitude, and observe center element combustion light emission, this transverse
chamber design was extended to study center elements of different designs to a mod-
ulated unsteady flowfield. The same chamber design was used to study a scaled
H2O2/CH4 element [32, 33]. The chamber design was successfully scaled down and
fuel changed to gaseous CH4 to raise the fundamental transverse mode frequency
to 3000 Hz [34, 35]. The higher frequency was used to match the transverse mode
of an expected upper stage LOX/LCH4 engine. The center element was a swirling
LOX/LCH4 injector. This injector was observed to have an overall damping effect on
the unsteady flowfield. As such, caution should be used in this approach to studying
elements introduced into a known unstable flow field. While the objective may be
to study the new element’s response, its interaction with the chamber flow field may




Combustion light emission is used as an approximation of local heat release. Op-
tical diagnostics of combustion are beneficial due to the non-intrusive nature of obser-
vation and potential for comparison to numerical simulations [36–38]. Hydrocarbon
flames primarily emit in the 250-600nm region with primary emission coming from
the OH* (307.8nm), CH* (431.2nm), and C2* (broad spectrum) radicals [39, 40].
Narrow bandpass light filters are used in conjunction with high speed cameras and
image intensifiers to get spatially and temporally resolved imaging [40]. Photodiode
measurement is used to isolate wavelength bands without spatial resolution [27].
Using OH* and CH* chemiluminescence as markers of heat release is an estab-
lished technique in combustion analysis [36,41–43]. These two species are short lived
radicals present in the methane/oxygen reaction (Fig. 2.13) and have sharp wave-
length emission distributions [44]. The spectrum (Fig. 2.14) of methane combustion
shows several isolated peaks of specific radical emission, including the CH* and OH*
radicals. These peaks are located across a broad spectrum of CO2* emission. Due to
the relative strength of the OH* radical to this background, it is preferred for use in
chemiluminescent imaging when used as a marker for heat release.
It should be noted that radical excitation can occur both chemically and ther-
mally [37]. Generally as temperatures increase, thermal excitation increases. This
complicates the use of chemiluminescence as an indicator of heat release, as the de-
sired measure is necessarily related to chemical excitation. Despite this complication,
there are still conditions where chemiluminescence of high temperature flames can be
used as an indicator of heat release. It is also always a useful spatially and temporally
resolved indicator of the flame zone [37].
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Figure 2.13.. Methane-oxygen reaction pathway. Both OH* and CH*
radicals are present in the reaction [45].
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The present objective is to measure the combustion response of a single injector
to an unstable transverse flowfield, using pressure and filtered optical diagnostics.
Pressure and image data will be reduced to determine combustion response functions
of magnitude and time lag.
3.1 Transverse Instability Combustor
The transverse instability combustor (TIC) (Fig. 3.4) is a rectangular combustor
comprising a linear array of seven ox-centered, fuel shear elements injecting decom-
posed 90% H2O2 and gaseous CH4 at 150psi chamber pressure. It is an evolutionary
development from a JP-8/H2O2 combustor previously tested at Purdue and uses the
same internal geometry as that combustor [30, 31]. The combustor geometry is sized
to target a 1W transverse mode frequency of 2000Hz and the higher harmonics of
that mode. The converging nozzle shape is designed to dampen longitudinal modes.
The center element uses the same injector design as the Continuously Variable
Resonance Combustor (CVRC) [9,17]. The outer elements drive the transverse insta-
bility [9,17,30,31]. Based on substantial data from the CVRC, oxidizer post length is
a significant driver of unsteady pressure amplitude of an unstable combustor, largely
driven by the interaction between oxidizer post flow and chamber resonances [9]. The
TIC uses discretely set oxidizer post lengths to modulate the amplitude of the cham-
ber pressure oscillations, while maintaining per-element propellant flow rates and
chamber gas composition will be constant between tests. The Study element oxidizer
post is similarly interchangeable to investigate effects of post length on response to
driven unsteady transverse flowfields. The Study element oxidizer post has an inner
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diameter of 0.806 inches. The gaseous fuel annulus has an outer diameter of 0.906
inches and an inner diameter of 0.876 inches.
The Driving element oxidizer posts have an inner diameter of 0.806 inches. The
gaseous fuel annulus has an outer diameter of 0.908 inches and an inner diameter
of 0.876 inches. Multiple sets of driving oxidizer posts were made for effective post
lengths of 6.68, 4.40, 3.85, and 3.30 inches. The lengths are scaled between the CVRC
tand the TIC based on the different fundamental frequencies (1450Hz and 1850Hz,
respectively) and effective mean flow adjusted oxidizer post sound speeds between
the two combustors. The 6.68 inch length is similarly scaled to match stable CVRC
operation and matches the post length used in the previous chambers [30–32]. The
4.40 inch length is scaled to the post length yielding the most unstable operation in
the CVRC (5.5”) [9]. During TIC testing, this length produced an effective half wave
resonance with the combustor unsteady flowfield, which corresponds to a 180 degree
phase lag. The 3.85 inch and 3.30 inch lengths were chosen to target 158 and 135
degree post phase lags, respectively.
Scaling between the TIC and CVRC was done by






where 	 is oxidizer post length, a is mean flow corrected sound speed, f is chamber
fundamental frequency.
Gaseous CH4 was chosen as the fuel on the basis of its known reaction pathways for
computational models to match. It has also been shown to provide lower amplitude
instabilities than liquid fuels. Lower amplitudes are desired to better understand
flame behavior during low amplitude linear growth and prior to shifts to nonlinear
behavior during high amplitude limit cycles. Since present engine design rules are
to dampen all instability, the low amplitude response is most useful for a priori
predictive models. Gaseous CH4 has successfully demonstrated repeatable levels of
combustion instability in past longitudinal and transverse experiments [35, 46].
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For comparability to single element CVRC tests, the study element (Fig. 3.1(a))
has an identical geometry as the CVRC injector [9]. Hot oxygen and steam from
decomposition of 90% H2O2 flow through a slotted inlet (Fig. 3.1(b)), which chokes
the flow and creates a sonic boundary. The oxidizer post length can be discretely
changed between tests. Closer to the dump plane, room temperature gaseous CH4 is
injected through 36 radially distributed orifices. The fuel is guided around an annular
collar and mixes with the hot oxidizer 0.1” upstream of the dump plane. The design
mass flows for the study element are 0.43 lbm/s decomposed H2O2 and 0.055 lbm/s
gCH4.
(a) Study Element. Flow is from left to right.
(b) Study Element slotted
orifice
Figure 3.1.. Geometry of CVRC-like Study Element.
The outer driving elements (Fig. 3.2(a)) are ox-centered coaxial shear elements
with a simplified geometry from the CVRC injector design [30, 31]. The oxidizer
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post inlets have a single venturi-like orifice (Fig. 3.2(b)) to choke the flow and set a
sonic boundary. As each hole must be separately gridded in computational models,
the single venturi-like orifice is beneficial to reduce computational complexity while
still providing an effective acoustic boundary. Room temperature gaseous CH4 is
injected through 18 radially distributed holes into an annular collar prior to mixing
with the hot oxidizer 0.2” upstream of the dump plane. Decomposed H2O2 is fed
from the same manifold for both driving and study elements. Adjusted for measured
discharged coefficients, the inlet areas meter the flow through each injector element.
The mass flows are 0.43 lbm/s decomposed H2O2 for all driving elements and 0.060
lbm/s gCH4 for the four outer fueled elements. The two elements adjacent to the
center element flow only oxidizer so that combustion light emission emanates only
from the study element. The flow rate through the adjacent elements is maintained
to raise chamber pressure and avoid creating void space and large recirculation zones.
(a) Single Driving element. Flow is from left to
right.
(b) Driving element venturi
orifice
Figure 3.2.. Geometry of Driving Elements.
Compression of the test article is achieved through a hydraulic ram in a support
frame (Fig. 3.3). The ram has push and pull capabilities, which enables compression
during testing and easy lifting of the oxidizer manifold to swap oxidizer posts between
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tests. Force read out is located on the test stand and control panel to monitor proper
pre-test loading near 3800 lbf. An H2/O2 spark augmented igniter is used to ignite
main chamber propellants and is purged with GN2 during steady state operation.
Decomposition of the 90% H2O2 into hot oxygen and steam is achieved using a
catalyst bed containing silver-coated screens. Decomposition products of 90% H2O2
are 57.6% H2O and 42.4% O2 by mass at 1390
◦F. The oxidizer manifold was designed
to accommodate catalyst beds from General Kinetics Inc. (GK) and INSpace. For
this testing, a 2.25 inch GK Gas Generator catbed (1UAE9-GK-PD039-201-003 REV
NC, SER NO 001, MFG 12/07) was used. The catbed is instrumented to record
upstream and downstream pressure and temperature, which serves to indicate the
health and decomposition efficiency of the catbed.
Optical accessibility to the study element combustion region is provided to the
study element through two 3.25” square flat quartz windows, which allow good trans-
mission of light in the emission range of the CH* radical (430nm) and the OH*
radical (310nm), both of which have been used for spatio-temporal markers of heat
release [29].
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Figure 3.3.. The Transverse Instability Combustor in its support frame.
The hydraulic ram holds the combustor assembly under compression and
lifting capability to raise the oxidizer manifold for accessibility to the
oxidizer posts.
3.1.1 High Frequency Pressure Transducers
Pressure is recorded at 0.1MHz or 0.5MHz, depending on the test, by high fre-
quency pressure transducers. Kulite model WCTV-312M and WCT-312M pressure
transducers were used. Static pressure sensors were used to check instrument health
prior to testing. To shield from high temperature gases, the Kulite transducers are
water jacket cooled and placed in close-coupled, recessed ports. The ports are de-
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signed to act as Helmholtz resonators with resonant frequencies at least five times
greater than chamber acoustic frequencies. The sampling rate is sufficient to tempo-
rally resolve the targeted frequency content.
Pressure sensor locations are strategically located to enable spatial resolution of
pressure modes in the transverse, longitudinal, and combined directions. As seen in
Fig. 3.4, fifteen locations were available. The six locations in the main chamber are
Wall 1 (W1), Wall 2 (W2), Midchamber 1 (MC1), Midchamber 2 (MC2), Midchamber
3 (MC3), and Midchamber 4 (MC4). The two locations in the Study oxidizer post
are Study Post (SP) and Study Post Downstream (SP DS). The six locations in the
Driving oxidizer posts are Post 1 (P1), Post 2 (P2), Post 3 (P3), Post 1 Downstream
(P1 DS), Post 2 Downstream (P2 DS), and Post 2 Downstream (P2 DS). One location
is in the Oxidizer Manifold (OM).
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Figure 3.4.. 2nd generation transverse instability combustor. Chamber
width is 10.5 inches. The oxidizer posts are designed to be discretely varied
in length to support different resonance lengths and driven amplitudes.
Internal geometries are maintained from the 1st generation combustor.
The high frequency measurement locations are denoted as abbreviations
of their names (Wall, Midchamber, Post, Post Downstream, Study Post,
Oxidizer Manifold)
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Within the chamber, measurement locations are placed on opposite walls and
grouped in the middle of the chamber. The far wall measurements are located at
pressure antinodes for all predicted width modes. Four locations surround the win-
dow at different heights and widths relative to the plane of the combustor. These
midchamber locations are not located at simple fractional multiples of the chamber
geometry and as such are not located at predicted purely nodal or antinodal points.
Rather they allow measurement of the pressure wave as it travels into and out of
the Study element combustion region. Acoustic pressure signals from these locations
should scale by the modeshapes of the combustor. This arrangement provided suitable
locations to produce a strong modal picture of the chamber behavior. Measurements
in the Study and Driving oxidizer posts allow determination of any standing phase
behavior between post and chamber pressure signals. Measurement in the oxidizer
manifold allows for resonances originating in the manifold to be separated from res-
onances arising from chamber and post behavior. High frequency data collection
provides the necessary means to support validation of analytic models [6].
3.1.2 High Speed Camera and Intensifier
OH* chemiluminescence was selected as the preferred radical emission marker for
this study. Through experimental and computational studies of various varieties of
flame, OH* and CH* emissions both show loose association with instantaneous heat
release. In the CVRC, Bedard [44] identified clear phase differences between the OH*
and CH* emission lines as measured by a spectrometer. OH* emission was recorded
to closely match the rise and fall of the local pressure, indicating a primarily thermally
excited response. The CH* emission did not completely match this phasing, indicating
a separate emission response from thermal excitation and indicating likely chemical
excitation. Simultaneous imaging of the OH* and CH* emissions by intensified high
speed cameras with narrow band light filtering was also performed on the CVRC.
In this study, the spatially resolved light emission measured by the two cameras
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was nearly identical in spatial distribution and temporal phase. Both also showed
excellent spatial resolution of the fluctuating flame zone. The discrepancy in the
CH* emission between the spectrometer and direct measurement studies is likely due
to the CO2* emission. While OH* and CH* emissions are localized to 310nm and
430nm, respectively, the CO2* emission is broadly distributed in wavelength (Fig.
2.14). At 430nm, the base CO2* emission is higher in magnitude than the peak
attributed to CH* rising above this broad emission. At 310nm, the OH* emission
dominates over the broad spectrum CO2*. The phase similarity in the dual camera
imaging is likely due to CO2* emission domination in the 430nm targeted imaging.
While the spectrometer’s spectral range allows the CO2* and CH* emissions to be
separated, this is not possible in direct single camera imaging. However, the OH*
emission clearly dominates over CO2* at 310nm. Therefore, OH* emission can be
better isolated than CH* emission for single camera imaging of chemiluminescence
and will be used as the imaging target for this study. Future work will discuss camera
installations to isolate the CH* emission from the broad CO2* emission.
Windowed ports designed for direct observation of chemiluminescence are used
to characterize heat release within the chamber. Light intensity was recorded us-
ing a LaVision Phantom v411-16GB-M high speed camera with settings of 304x336,
28000fps, F4, and 33 μ-s exposure time (Fig. 3.5). A LaVision HighSpeed IRO In-
tensifer was used to intensify the filtered emission with a 10 μ-s gating time and a
62/100 intensifier setting. The light was filtered through a 320nm +/- 20nm Bright-
Line single-band bandpass filter 50mm diameter light filter. This targets the OH*
emission line. Due to space limitations in the test cell, the camera is oriented at a 90
degree angle relative to the test article window axis. The window is imaged through
a dichroic mirror.
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Figure 3.5.. From right to left, the camera, intensifier, lens, and dichroic
mirror.
3.1.3 Preliminary Schlieren Imaging
Schlieren imaging is used to visualize density gradients in a flow [47,48]. A z-type
schlieren imaging set up was used in initial hot fire testing. The schlieren installation
was part of a class project and provided a non-intrusive method to study the devel-
opment of the unstable flowfield with and without the Study element combustion.
The TIC offers a dynamic combustion field with flat viewing windows conducive to
schlieren imaging.
The schlieren imaging system (Fig. 3.6) included a light source, a collimating
mirror, a refocusing mirror on the other side of the test area, two folding mirrors,
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and a knife edge to block refracted light from entering the camera. The mirrors used
to collimate/refocus the light can either be parabolic or spherical mirrors. Parabolic
mirrors are preferred since spherical mirrors (although less expensive to produce) are
victim to spherical aberrations which result in axial variation of focal point position
along the radius of the mirror. By keeping the angles between parabolic mirrors and
light source/camera shallow, astigmatic aberrations can be minimized.
Figure 3.6.. The TIC z-type Schlieren Arrangement.
A high speed CMOS camera was used to collect images at 50,000 fps with 160x160
pixel resolution. These settings allow time-resolved imaging of behavior occurring at
1850 Hz as they traverse the window.
3.1.4 Test Procedure
A representative pressure-time trace covering the entire test sequence is shown in
Fig. 3.7. Measured test conditions are provided in Table 4.1. H2O2, gaseous CH4,
and igniter mass flow rates and timing were maintained from test to test. To begin
the hot fire, H2O2 was flowed through a catalyst bed to decompose into hot oxygen
and steam. The igniter was brought on just prior to initiating both Driving and
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Study CH4 flow, which are separately commanded. Based on past ignition timings,
the ignitor and Study element CH4 are shut off. The Driving elements run with
bipropellant flow for 0.5s to allow the unsteady flowfield to develop independent of
the Study element combustion. The Study element CH4 is brought back on to subject
it to the developed flowfield. The Study and Driving CH4 are commanded off. H2O2
is allowed to run through depletion.
Gaseous CH4 and igniter propellant mass flow are metered through sonic venturis.
H2O2 mass flow is metered through a cavitating venturi. All system pressure drops
indicate sufficient pressure drop to assure flow metering. Both Driving and Study
CH4 pressures are set by computer controlled regulators. The Driving computer-
controlled regulator is master to a large flow capacity dome-loaded regulator. The
Study computer-controlled regulator directly controls the pressure. H2O2 ullage pres-
sure is set with GN2 by a manual regulator controlling a large flow capacity dome-
loaded regulator. Igniter propellant and GN2 purge pressure are set by manually
controlled regulators.
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Figure 3.7.. Measured test pressures from Test 68. As defined by chamber
and manifold pressures, the Study Off period is from 4.4s to 4.9s and the
Study On period is from 5.1s to 5.5s.
3.2 High Speed Image Analysis
High-speed movies contain significant quantities of data. A single test with a black
& white 256x256 pixel frame recorded at 20,000 frames per second for 0.75s generates
2.7GB of data. Meaningful processing of such large quantities of data from a full test
series requires automated, orderly computational processing to properly analyze and
isolate significant behaviors. Various analytical techniques have been investigated for
such processing with varying levels of spatial and temporal resolution. The method
used should be based on the specific objective and fidelity of the analysis.
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3.2.1 Mean Image
The mean image is the pixel-by-pixel time-averaged signal of light intensity. It
produces a single frame with no time-dependent data. The mean combustion light
distribution and intensity from a typical test are displayed in Fig. 3.8. This is useful
in qualitatively showing the combustion distribution during a given time slice, and






I(x, y, t(i)) (3.2)
Figure 3.8.. The time-averaged mean filtered combustion light emission
of the center element in the TIC. The window is 3.25” square. The center
injector is at the top center of the frame. Flow is from top to bottom.
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3.2.2 Aggregate Intensity
The Aggregate Intensity method reduces each frame to a single value by finding
the average pixel value for each frame. This produces a 1-D vector of average pixel
value as a function of time. While this does reduce spatial resolution to a single
value representing the entire viewing area of the window, Aggregate intensity is a
simple metric to demonstrate overall light intensity perturbations and has been used
to develop flame describing functions [13, 15]. This is especially useful in studying
pressure-coupled effects, due to their scalar (non-directional) nature. When nor-
malization is desired, it is best to normalize aggregate intensity by the mean pixel






(I(x, y, t)− I¯(x, y)) (3.3)
3.2.3 Center of Intensity
The Center of Intensity method finds the center of each frame in x- and y-
coordinates weighted by the perturbed pixel value. As the whole flame is perturbed
in a single direction, the center of intensity for that direction will be perturbed as
well. This is especially useful in studying velocity response. The flame itself may not
change in total intensity, but the shifting location of the flame will shift the intensity-
weighted x and/or y center of intensity. When normalization is desired, use the height
or width of the window or the chamber in appropriate units. For processing of high











3.2.4 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is a method to obtain low-dimensional
approximations of high-dimensional phenomena. POD seeks to decompose an input





where z is the input matrix with spatial and temporal behavior, sk is the singular
value or energy, ak is the temporal component, φk is the spatial component, and M
is the desired number of modes of approximation. As M tends to the number of raw
input samples, the input matrix is reconstructed from these modal components.
In a full proper orthogonal decomposition, an input matrix is decomposed into
pairs of orthonormal row and column eigenvectors, which represent associated spatial
and temporal components. In this manner, the different eigenvector pairs are inde-
pendent and contain unique information (orthogonal). The associated eigenvalue of
each pair represents the singular value or energy. Each set of a single spatial mode,
temporal mode, and singular value represents a single POD mode, which is a basis
independent from all other POD modes. In this decomposition, the input informa-
tion is sorted into these mode sets by decreasing order of POD mode energy, which
represents the magnitude of variation and influence captured by each POD mode.
Recomposing all the POD modes will reconstitute the input data [49].







where zM is the best M-term approximation of the input matrix, Sk is the singular
value or energy, Uk is the temporal component, and Vk is the spatial component. For
matrix input, M is limited by the smaller of the matrix height and width. For high-
speed movies, these correspond to the total number of pixels and the number of
frames.
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The decomposition was performed using the Matlab svds command, which per-
forms the singular value composition on a 2-D input matrix for a given number of
output modes (M). The mean image is effectively the zeroth order approximation
of the system and has a constant effective temporal component of one for the full
movie length. Analysis resulting in the first POD mode comprising a mean spa-
tial image with a varying temporal component violates the definition of the mean
as time-invariant; in the interests of analyzing only perturbations, the mean image
was calculated and then subtracted from each frame so the POD modes represented
time-dependent spatial modes.
The frames were then converted into single row vectors and concatenated in tem-
poral order to produce the 2-D input matrix for the POD. This process converts a
3-dimensional array into a 2-dimensional matrix with dimensions of space and time.
The conversion was done in reverse on the POD spatial component output (V) to
produce 2-D spatial component matrices of the same dimensions as the input frames.
As seen in Fig. 3.9, a POD mode provides a description of the linked spatial
and temporal character associated with a singular value, or energy. The spatial mode
corresponds to the visible region of the combustor, showing magnitude and phase
between different regions of combustion. The combustion on the left and right sides
of the combustor are out of phase by 180 degrees (i.e. opposite sign).
The associated temporal component has frequency content denoted by its power
spectral density, indicating primary content at 1827 Hz. These correspond to the 1st
unstable mode as measured by high-frequency pressure transducers. Without prior
input of user-desired content, the POD has isolated modes which match unstable
signals in the combustor. In this case, sufficiently powerful acoustic resonance will
be the primary effect on combustion in these subscale experiments. This modal
isolation fits the requirement of POD to produce low dimensional approximations of
high dimensional effects.
When normalization is desired, the temporal component vector should be multi-
plied by its energy and the root mean square of its spatial component and divided
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by the mean pixel intensity of the mean frame. This ensures that a 1-D time trace
is maintained and all relevant components are matched and normalized against an
aggregate average metric.
(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 High-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) PSD of Temporal Mode
Figure 3.9.. The 1st POD mode from the TIC in High amplitude oper-
ation. Test 73. 4.4” Driving oxidizer post length. Frequency content is
present at odd numbered multiples of the measured fundamental acoustic
frequency. In the spatial mode, flow is from top to bottom, and the in-
jector is at the top of the frame and located at the expected 1W velocity
antinode. The positive and negative regions on the right and left, respec-
tively, indicate that combustion light emission alternates sign between the
sides of the injector. Coupled with the periodic character measured in the
PSD, it is evident that the combustion is strongly affected by the local
perturbations, specifically velocity fluctuations of the 1st acoustic mode.
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3.2.5 Dynamic Mode Decomposition
Dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) is similar to POD in that it decomposes
data into orthogonal bases of related temporal and spatial components. Where POD
sorts modes based on an ”energy” value derived from the magnitude of the most
descriptive behaviors, DMD sorts modes on basis of frequency. POD modes are able
to represent multiple frequencies, while each DMD mode is tied to a single frequency.
For input data of significant frequency content, DMD is especially useful for isolating
individual acoustic mode behavior, which is often linked to specific frequencies [50,51].
DMD assumes that a linear mapping exists between time steps, such that
vi+1 = Avi (3.7)
where vi is the ith time step image and A is a linear mapping connecting the
time steps [51]. For a purely linear process, this will fully describe the system. For
a nonlinear process, this will serve as an approximation. DMD seeks to identify the
dynamic behavior of the mapping A and reduce the residuals between time steps in
the identification of that mapping. A series of matrix decompositions and eigenvalue





where z is the input data, ak is the temporal component, ϕk is the spatial compo-
nent, and M is the total number of modes. In this calculation, the temporal modes
are resolved in individual frequencies. The temporal component carries the units
and intensity magnitude, and the spatial component is normalized. Approximation
can be performed by selecting specific DMD modes to go into the sum, notably the
frequencies associated with the acoustic modes.
As with POD, the mean image was calculated and then subtracted from each
movie frame. The frames were then converted into single row vectors and concate-
nated in temporal order to produce the 2-D input matrix for the DMD. This process
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converts a 3-dimensional array into a 2-dimensional matrix with dimensions of space
and time. The spatial 2-D to 1-D conversion was done in reverse on the DMD spatial
component output to produce 2-D spatial component matrices of the same dimensions
as the input frames.
In DMD, an input matrix is decomposed into pairs of orthogonal row and column
eigenvectors, which represent associated spatial and single frequency temporal com-
ponents. In this manner, the different eigenvector pairs are independent and contain
unique information. In this decomposition, the input information is sorted into these
mode sets by discrete frequencies, which each have an associated temporal energy to
indicate mode power. Recomposing all the DMD modes will reconstitute the input
data.
As seen in Fig. 3.10, a DMD mode isolates behavior based on frequency. The
mode energy distribution over frequency shows most prominent behavior at 1786Hz,
3571Hz, and 5357Hz, which correspond exactly to the 1W, 2W, and 3W pressure
modes, respectively. Higher frequency peaks correspond to further higher harmonics
of the fundamental frequency. The 1786Hz DMD temporal and spatial components
are very similar to POD Mode 1 from Fig. 3.9, as velocity coupling at the first
acoustic mode is the most prominent unsteady behavior. Although DMD and band-
pass filtering may produce similar results, it should be noted they are fundamentally
different; during bandpass filtering data are necessarily lost through filtering windows,
whereas DMD is a true decomposition and all input data can be recomposed from
the full set of DMD modes if desired.
When normalization is desired, the temporal component vector should be multi-
plied by the single value root mean square of its spatial component and divided by
the mean pixel intensity of the mean frame.
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(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 Band-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) Frequency Power Distribution
Figure 3.10.. The DMD mode of 1786Hz from the subscale transverse
rocket combustor. This frequency has the largest associated mode en-
ergy and matches the 1st acoustic mode from the measured pressure sig-
nal. Coupled with the periodic temporal signal, the positive and nega-
tive regions on the right and left, respectively, indicate that combustion
light emission alternates sign between the sides of the injector. Both the
1786Hz DMD mode and the 1st POD mode show similar spatial and tem-
poral behavior and are the most prominent behavior from their respective
analyses.
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3.3 Combustion Response Function Development
It has already been stated that combustion response is amplitude- and frequency-
dependent. For combustion response function development from large data sets, selec-
tion by hand of relevant data slices where the pressure signal is sufficiently stationary
is both time consuming and subjective. This quasi-stationarity is desired for mea-
suring consistent response during a chosen time slice. By selecting periods of near
constant amplitude, the combustion response can be assumed to consistent as a func-
tion of pressure amplitude during the chosen time slice. A time slice taking during
growth or decay would not necessarily have the same combustion response across the
chosen time slice. due to the large data sets available, t is necessary to have an accu-
rate and automated process to isolate data sets for analysis. The present code takes
inputs of pressure data and high speed movies from multiple tests and determines
combustion response functions based on several image analysis metrics at select data
slices. The code was developed using data from the previous version of this combustor
and the CVRC [9,30,31].
3.3.1 Slice Selection
Slices of pressure and movie data are selected using an automated process. From
a raw input pressure signal, the time period of overlap between the pressure signal
and the movie data during hot fire is analyzed for pressure frequency content through
a power spectral density (PSD). The most powerful PSD peak near an input fre-
quency guess is selected as the frequency of analysis. In this analysis, the guess is the
fundamental frequency of the combustor. The overlapped pressure signal is bandpass-
filtered around the analytically chosen frequency (+/- 5%). For testing stationarity,
bandpass filtering is selected over highpass filtering. In the code development, high-
pass filtering resulted in expected nonlinear wave forms. Tracking the peaks of these
waveforms as a metric for amplitude was insufficient towards meeting stationarity
requirements. While the waveforms and peak-to-peak amplitudes were consistent to
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the naked eye, it was computationally difficult to identify the same behavior. Band-
pass filtering resulted in much smoother pressure signals that still matched the overall
amplitude rises and falls of the highpass filtered data.
Starting at the beginning of the chosen hot fire period, data slices of selected length
are analyzed to find the standard deviation of the amplitude envelope normalized by
the mean amplitude of the data slice. The envelope is defined by the cycle peaks
of the bandpass filtered waveform. If this normalized standard deviation is below a
specified value, the slice timestamps are recorded, and analysis continues to the next
full specified length. If this condition is not met, the window moves a single period
forward. This continues until the entire filtered signal has been processed. In this
manner, the chosen hot fire time is fully analyzed, and there are no overlaps in the
systematically selected time slices. The analytical window is set at 15 periods of the
computationally chosen frequency, and the normalized amplitude standard deviation
limit is set at 0.03. These are arbitrary values chosen to yield steady amplitudes
over sufficient slice lengths to show steady behavior while allowing for an analytically
meaningful number of possible slices. These values were empirically chosen during
the code development.
The start and end time stamps of the data slices are used to isolate pressure and
high speed movie data. This process is automated to analyze several tests in sequence,
resulting in a series of data slices of unsteady pressure and light emission at near-
steady pressure amplitude, as seen in Fig. 3.11. The movie data is then converted
into Matlab data and processed using the techniques previously specified (Aggregate
intensity, x and y centers of intensity, POD, DMD). Other techniques can be easily
added for future processing.
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Figure 3.11.. Slice selection from the TIC in high amplitude operation.
Test 73. 4.40” Driving oxidizer post length. The top plot shows the pres-
sure signal as a function of time from a side wall high frequency pressure
transducer bandpass filtered around 1842 Hz, the computationally iden-
tified most powerful frequency. The bottom plot shows 20 slices of 15
periods each that fit the specified normalized amplitude deviation of 0.03.
3.3.2 Response Function Generation
The next step is to convert these near-steady slices of various amplitudes into
individual data points to build functional relationships between pressure amplitude
and image response. In this processing, root mean square (RMS) values are calculated
for the normalized values of the 1-D temporal pressure and image response. The
pressure, Aggregate intensity, and x,y centers of intensity signals are already 1-D
signals and do not need any further post-processing before finding RMS. For POD
and DMD, a single temporal mode must be chosen to be processed through RMS.
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Normalization is performed as described previously. This process reduces the 1-D
temporal amplitude traces from each slice into single values for pressure and image
metric amplitude. The array generated in this manner is then plotted to discern
functional relationships between pressure amplitude and image response. Frequency
response can be seen as well by band pass filtering the pressure and image response
slices for discrete slices of frequency prior to the rms calculation.
Figure 3.12.. Plot of cross-correlation of DMD and pressure signals. Cross-
correlation is performed using both camera and pressure resolution.
Time lag is determined for the POD and DMD responses. For POD, the pressure
data is highpass filtered. For DMD, the pressure data is bandpass filtered at the
same frequency as the DMD mode. The cross-correlation between the POD or DMD
temporal mode and the filtered pressure signal is used to determine the time lag
in degrees between the two signals. Cross-correlation is a measure of the coherence
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between two signals as a function of applied time lag. At maximum cross-correlation,
two signals have maximum overlap as a function of this time lag. As a physical
measurement, this represents the time delay between two measured physical effects.
In this case, it is the wall pressure maximum and the subsequent response from the
observed element intensity.
(f ∗ g)(τ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f(t)g(t+ τ) dτ (3.9)
Since the pressure sample rate is higher than the camera sample rate, the pressure
signal is interpolated against the camera time using a 1-D data interpolation. The
cross-correlation is performed between the camera signal and the interpolated pressure
signal. The peak of cross-correlation indicates the time lag between the two signals
(Fig. 3.12). One issue in this approach is the resolution of the camera signal. For an
example camera frame rate of 20,000 fps and a 1st acoustic mode at 2000Hz, there
are only 10 frames per cycle, which corresponds to 36◦ per frame. In contrast, the
high frequency data system for pressure records at 100,000 Hz, yielding 50 samples
per cycle and 7.2◦ per sample. Using the camera time resolution is insufficient to
develop insight from these data. Using a spline interpolation, the camera time resolved
cross-correlation is interpolated against the corresponding pressure time resolution.
While this does utilize interpolation to create new data points, inspection of all such
processed time slices indicates no falsely identified time lags. It is recommended that
this method be used with these data to determine meaningful time lag.
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4. RESULTS
The present objectives are to characterize the flow field of the transverse chamber
and to measure the combustion response of a single injector to an unstable transverse
flowfield, using pressure and filtered optical diagnostics. Pressure and image data will
be reduced to determine combustion response functions of magnitude and time lag.
4.1 Check-out Testing
Checkout of the TIC was first performed using the 6.68” post length. With this
configuration, gCH4 and H2O2 mass flows and pressure checks were performed. Dur-
ing this time, a few issues came up and were mitigated through testing.
First, the gCH4 computer controlled regulator timing had to be discerned. Both
the Study and Driving gCH4 regulators on operated in a feedback loop computer
controller. Multiple runs were needed to set proper tuning in both regulators and
discern the timing necessary for both regulators to deliver desired pressures and flow
rate with minimal deviation due to droop or tuning issues. This was corrected.
Further testing showed that regulator timing generally needs to be pushed back as
bottle pressure decreases. This is mitigated through gCH4 cold flows prior to all hot
fire tests to verify desired regulator response.
Second, the water-cooled steel flame bucket produced a significant quantity of
steam which would obscure optical imaging and lead to a hot, humid, and wet test
cell. Initial hot fire testing used schlieren imaging, so density disturbances due to
steam production was highly visible and disruptive to imaging of density gradients
within the test article. Initial work used a controlled valve to limit water flow to only
the hot fire period. This was not successful in reducing the steam level. A long non-
cooled steel flame duct was built to direct exhaust away from the test article through
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the test cell doors. The first test with the flame duct did produce the sufficient quality
schlieren imaging. However, the exhaust exiting the duct was sufficient in force to
excavate the earthen berm protecting the test cell (Fig. 4.1). A steel flame bucket
was fixed at the flame duct exit to direct exhaust upward. This configuration kept
the test cell clear of steam and debris and was used in all subsequent testing.
Figure 4.1.. Effect of flame duct exhaust on earthen berm.
Third, a high frequency resonance was identified in the oxidizer manifold (Fig.
4.2). Despite choked inlets from the ox manifold to the ox posts, this resonance
propagated downstream and was recorded on oxidizer post and chamber pressure
measurements. In the ox manifold the mean pressure was 400psi, and the peak-to-
peak amplitude of this resonance was 100psi. This is likely due to vortex propagation
from the oxidizer inlet and resonance against the opposite wall. It is desired to iso-
late all ox manifold effects from the main chamber. The ox manifold is designed for
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two possible catalyst bed designs with inlet ports on opposite sides of the manifold
(Drawing INS-21109-TVS2G-1120 in Appendix D). The long single orifice inlet from
the catalyst bed is identical in size and length on both sides. A plug was inserted into
the port that was not used for oxidizer flow. This resulted in a reduced amplitude,
higher frequency resonance, but one that still propagated downstream. The manifold
oxidizer inlet was expanded in size, and an orifice plate with several small orifices
totaling the same effective area of the original inlet was placed at the catbed out-
let. This significantly reduces the size of the shocks exiting the catalyst bed orifice
and provides a longer distance for said shocking. This eliminated the ox manifold
resonance.
(a) Test 55. (b) Test 84.
Figure 4.2.. Spectrograms of the Wall 1 pressure for the 6.68” ox post
configuration. Located on the near igniter chamber side. Ox manifold
was at 8000Hz in Test 55 and not present in Test 84.
Finally, initial hot fire testing of the TIC with 6.68” showed stable operation.
Computational modelling predicted that this configuration would be unstable. Test-
ing showed that the test article would go unstable on shutdown. Subsequent testing
sought to match the fuel flow conditions at this time. Oxidizer mass flow was kept
constant, as the test sequence always starts and ends with oxidizer flow. The re-
duced mass flow did not result in a limit cycle development of instability. Experience
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with a study element in another test article demonstrated that the Study element
in that case (a LCH4/LOX swirl injector) dampened an established unstable limit
cycle flowfield. A test sequence was tested with the Study element off at the start of
hot fire and brought on halfway through the test. Unfortunately, the igniter jet lacks
sufficient momentum to penetrate to the driving elements on the opposite side of the
combustor from the igniter. Half the driving elements would light, then the remaining
elements would light with the study element ignition. The test sequence was altered
to have the Study element fuel flow turn on to assist chamber ignition, then turn off
to allow an unstable limit cycle to develop from the driving elements, then turn back
on to subject the study element combustion to the driven limit cycle. This ended up
being the test sequence used for the majority of significant data collection.
All of this test sequence manipulation did not result in driving a high amplitude
limit cycle with the 6.68” posts. Using the CVRC as a reference, this post length scales
to a 7.35” CVRC post length, which is a stable condition. Using the same scaling
technique, 4.4” length posts were machined to match the most unstable CVRC post
length, 5.5”. Testing with this post length resulted in high amplitude, nonlinear
pressure waves in the combustor during Study element fuel off conditions. When the
Study element fuel was brought on, it dampened this high amplitude. Based on past
experience, the Study element fuel flow was reduced to the lowest possible level that
would still result in non-purged fuel flow. Using this condition, the combustor was
unstable during both Study On and Study Off fuel flow. A test was attempted using
Study On for half of hot fire, followed by Study Off for the second half. This test was
stable, despite the conditions being unstable using different timing. The previous test
sequence (Study fuel On/Off/On) was implemented and did show repeat the unstable
limit cycle. The Driving elements alone need time to develop an unstable limit cycle
independent of the Study element fuel flow. Once the high amplitude limit cycle was
developed, the Study element with reduced fuel flow did not significantly dampen the
amplitude.
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The Driving and Study reduced fuel flow rates were used for all subsequent testing.
The H2O2 flow rate was kept constant throughout all test iterations. The mean
chamber pressure was 115-120psi during all bipropellant hot fire. After the first tests
with the unstable 4.40” post lengths, the schlieren set up was dismantled in favor of
an OH* imaging setup with a narrowband filter, intensifier, and high speed camera.
Four post lengths have been used to date: 6.68”, 4.40”, 3.85”, and 3.30”. All have
been tested with repeatability.
4.2 Test Conditions
4.2.1 Mean Conditions
Table 4.1 lists the geometric and operating conditions for both checkout and OH*
imaging tests. Checkout testing was from Test 45 to 68. OH* imaging was performed
on Tests 72 to 93. During the checkout phase, nominal and reduced fuel flow rates
were tested for both Driving and Study elements. During OH* imaging, the reduced
flow rates were universally used. Oxidizer flow rate was kept constant throughout
testing. Flow metering was always achieved during steady state operation. Target
flow rates and pressures were consistently met.
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45 6.68 5.5 112 2.99 0.296 0.055 5.77 7.78 8.52
48 4.40 5.5 117 3.01 0.296 0.054 5.81 7.94 8.59
51 4.40 5.5 126 3.00 0.240 0.047 7.15 9.23 10.48
52 4.40 5.5 127 3.03 0.241 0.053 7.17 8.19 10.29
55 6.68 5.5 119 3.00 0.240 0.027 7.14 15.88 11.23
56 6.68 5.5 104 3.00 0.294 0.027 5.83 15.99 9.36
67 4.40 5.5 115 3.02 0.236 0.024 7.3 18.13 11.61
68 4.40 5.5 114 3.01 0.236 0.024 7.29 17.56 11.55
72 4.40 5.5 119 3.00 0.235 0.025 7.27 16.97 11.49
73 4.40 5.5 114 3.00 0.238 0.025 7.21 17.04 11.4
79 3.30 5.5 118 2.98 0.230 0.027 7.41 15.92 11.61
80 3.30 5.5 117 2.98 0.231 0.027 7.37 16.07 11.57
83 6.68 5.5 117 2.99 0.232 0.026 7.36 16.34 11.58
84 6.68 5.5 115 3.00 0.233 0.026 7.34 16.35 11.55
88 4.40 5.5 117 2.99 0.232 0.027 7.37 15.94 11.56
89 4.40 5.5 117 2.99 0.240 0.027 7.1 15.94 11.18
92 3.85 5.5 116 2.99 0.236 0.026 7.25 16.55 11.44
93 3.85 5.5 114 2.96 0.231 0.026 7.33 16.21 11.53
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4.2.2 Frequency Content
Significant frequency content was measured in all tests. While it was expected
that unsteady pressure amplitude would scale as a general function of post length, this
result was not measured. Rather, binary high and low pressure amplitude operating
levels were measured for different post lengths (Fig. 4.3). Depending on the test, 4.40”
post length resulted in either low amplitude and high amplitude operation. 3.30” and
3.85” post lengths led to weak amplitude but resolved unsteady pressure waveforms.
6.68” post lengths led to the lowest amplitude pressure and the weakest coherence.
In light of the expected results, this behavior will be further explored further in the
following sections.
Figure 4.3.. Normalized pressure amplitude as a function of oxidizer post
length. Data points are selected using the slice selection procedure de-
scribed in Section 4.7.
High amplitude operation was achieved in some 4.40” post length tests (Fig. 4.4).
Frequency content is present with excellent coherence and high amplitude with clearly
defined nonlinear waveforms. Most significant frequency content is at 1837 Hz,
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3671Hz, 5508Hz, 7343Hz, 9180Hz, and 11020Hz. These are all near whole number
multiples of the 1837Hz signal, which is near the predicted 1W fundamental fre-
quency. The average peak-to-peak amplitude is 100psi on a 115psi chamber pressure.
The dual peak behavior in the high pass filtered pressure trace is not fully charac-
terized. However, computational modeling shows timing differences due to reflection
off both the incident wall and the converging nozzle. These dual returning pressure
pulses could be the sources of the two similar magnitude high pass filtered peaks.
(a) Spectrogram of Wall 1 pressure. (b) Power Spectral Density of Wall 1 pres-
sure.
(c) High pass filtered trace of Wall 1 pressure. (d) Short time slice of highpass filtered pres-
sure
Figure 4.4.. Test 73 - 4.40”
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Most tests resulted in low amplitude operation with weaker frequency content,
though content was always still present. In low amplitude operation, the 3.30”, 3.85”,
and 4.40” Driving oxidizer post lengths result in weak amplitude unstable combustion.
The average peak-to-peak amplitude is 35psi on a 115psi chamber pressure. Most
significant frequency content during Study On is near 1840Hz, 3630Hz, and 5290Hz,
which correspond to the 1W, 2W, and 3W acoustic mode frequencies. Peak power
is over two orders of magnitude lower than that at high amplitude operation. Due
to the low amplitude level, coherence is reduced, leading to shorter and wider power
spectral density peaks compared to high amplitude operation. These post lengths
scale to unstable lengths in the CVRC. Their predicted phase lags correspond to a
driving condition under the Rayleigh criterion.
The 6.68” post length (Tests 83 and 84) results in stable combustion. Frequency
content is present but has poor coherence and low amplitude. Most significant fre-
quency content is at 540Hz and 1791Hz. The 540Hz signal is a weak bulk chamber
mode. The 1791Hz signal is the chamber 1W mode. Both signals are weak in ampli-
tude and yield no more than 20 psi in total peak-to-peak highpass filtered amplitude.
This stable case used an ox post length scaled from a stable post length in the
CVRC. The predicted phase lag at 6.68” corresponds to a damping condition under
the Rayleigh criterion.
For all tests, frequency content and power depended on the Study element state.
Generally, frequency content was more powerful and more resolved in the absence
of Study element combustion. this effect will be explored in a following section.
Frequencies were always higher during Study element combustion due to the higher
mean chamber temperature.
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(a) Test 80 - 3.30” (b) Test 92 - 3.85”
(c) Test 89 - 4.40” (d) Test 84 - 6.68”
Figure 4.5.. Spectrograms of the Wall 1 pressure. Located on the near
igniter chamber side.
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(a) Test 80 - 3.30” (b) Test 92 - 3.85”
(c) Test 89 - 4.40” (d) Test 84 - 6.68”
Figure 4.6.. Power Spectral Densities of the Wall 1 pressure from a 0.2s
time slice during Study On combustion.
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(a) Test 80 - 3.30” (b) Test 92 - 3.85”
(c) Test 89 - 4.40” (d) Test 84 - 6.68”
Figure 4.7.. High pass filtered pressure measurements of the Wall 1 pres-
sure.
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(a) Test 80 - 3.30” (b) Test 92 - 3.85”
(c) Test 89 - 4.40” (d) Test 84 - 6.68”
Figure 4.8.. High pass filtered pressure time slices.
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Table 4.2.. Frequencies and associated power spectral density magnitude






































































3.3” 79 1511 2.02600
3.3” 80 1511 5.88400
3.85” 92 1545 1.66300
3.85” 93 1572 3.59300
4.4” 52 1660 101.10000 3320 2.11700 4980 0.19710
4.4” 68 1660 82.83000 3317 2.24900 5005 0.09128
4.4” 73 1642 4.55000 3320 0.04215 4947 0.02737
4.4” 88 1583 0.61160
4.4” 89 1667 38.35000 3334 0.63410 5001 0.32460
6.68” 55 1587 0.16080
6.68” 83 1644 0.03478
6.68” 84 1617 0.11390
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Table 4.3.. Frequencies and associated power spectral density magnitude






































































3.3” 79 1881 0.05668 3704 0.02636 5466 0.01950
3.3” 80 1892 0.08969 3643 0.03132 5413 0.02342
3.85” 92 1862 0.22990 3769 0.02129 5413 0.01247
3.85” 93 1873 0.08678 3719 0.02151 5272 0.01044
4.4” 52 1901 0.26800 3711 0.01554
4.4” 68 1837 97.15000 3674 5.50700 5508 1.59300
4.4” 73 1843 74.97000 3693 2.70000 5533 1.40300
4.4” 88 1766 0.47010 3616 0.03014 5192 0.01431
4.4” 89 1812 0.01557 3643 0.01557 5249 0.00743
6.68” 55 1791 0.08343
6.68” 83 1842 0.03509 3376 0.00632
6.68” 84 1823 0.02770 3376 0.00900 4604 0.00674
4.3 Oxidizer Post Resonance
A running cross-correlation is performed of the chamber and ox post pressure
measurements relative to the Wall 1 location. This is used to calculate the temporal
phase between these locations and determine the character of the combustor un-
steady flowfield. This was performed using the xcorr command in Matlab. Each data
point represents the time difference at the maximum cross-correlation across 0.04s of
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time-resolved pressure data. This maximum represents the best time-shifted overlap
between the two signals in the cross-correlation. This identifies related behavior be-
tween measurement locations. For 1850Hz (the average measured 1W frequency), a
single period is 5.41*10−4s, so multiple 1W periods are captured in each slice.
Figure 4.9.. Time lag from cross-correlation of high pass filtered pressure
measurements relative to the Wall 1 measurement. Test 73 - 4.40”. High
amplitude
High amplitude 4.40” tests (Tests 68 and 73) show consistent phase lags between
high frequency measurements (Fig. 4.9). As this test has already been identified
as highly unstable, a higher degree of coherency would be expected between high
frequency pressure signals. Midchamber 1 and 2 are both nearly in phase with Wall
1, as they are all on the same side of the combustor. As seen in high-pass filtered
comparisons (Fig. 4.4(d)), the Midchamber measurements have a single peak in time
located between the two peaks of the Wall 1 measurement. The Post 1 measure-
ment is completely out of phase of Wall 1 and in phase with Wall 2. The ox posts
are one half 1W period out of phase of the local chamber pressure. The consistent
phase relationship between the ox posts and the adjacent chamber region suggest a
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periodic pressure wave between these locations. The dual peaks seen on the two wall
measurements may be due to both the pressure wave exiting the ox post and the
pressure wave of the periodic flowfield of the chamber itself. Further investigation of
the pressure wave in the posts is necessary to confirm this behavior.
The shifting content of the Study Ox Post measurement is due to the differences
in frequency content between this location and Wall 1. Wall 1 has frequency content
at all chamber harmonics with principal content at the 1W acoustic mode. The Study
Ox Post has content at even multiples of the 1W mode with principal content at the
2W acoustic mode. The best cross-correlation overlap between these two points will
naturally alternate based on the timing between the 1W and 2W frequency content.
The step in phase lag at 4.1s and 4.9s (Fig. 4.9) is due to frequency differences arising
from chamber temperature differences between Study Off and Study On conditions.
The erratic content from 4.0s-4.2s and 5.8s-6.0s are due to start-up and shutdown
transients.
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(a) Test 80 - 3.30” (b) Test 92 - 3.85”
(c) Test 89 - 4.40” (d) Test 84 - 6.68”
Figure 4.10.. Time lag from cross-correlation of high pass filtered pressure
measurements relative to the Wall 1 measurement. Low amplitude cases.
For low amplitude phase lags (Fig. 4.10), the chamber measurements (Wall 2,
Midchamber 1 and 2) show consistent phasing with the Wall 1 measurement. Sim-
ilar to the high amplitude cases, the measurements at Wall 1, Midchamber 1, and
Midchamber 2 are near in phase with each other, and Wall 2 is one half period of
the recorded 1W period out of phase from Wall 1. Midchamber 3 is slightly more
than a half 1W period delayed from Wall 1. For the low amplitude 4.40” case, Post
1 is in phase with Wall 2 and 180 degrees out of phase of Wall 2. For 3.30”, 3.85”,
and 6.68” post lengths, post phase lags have consistent phase lags of 140, 160, and
275 degrees, respectively, of the 1W mode. These lags do not correspond to simple
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fractional multiples of the chamber 1W mode. Overlaid highpass filtered pressure
traces indicate that these consistent post phase lags are due to oxidizer post pressure
matching the overall trends of the local chamber pressure.
For all tests, the phase angles of the chamber measurements (Figs. 4.11(a) and
4.12(a)) demonstrate the relationships in unsteady behavior in the combustion cham-
ber. The Midchamber 1 and 2 locations are in phase or follow the Wall 1 location by
less than 30 degrees. The Wall 2 measurement is always about 180 degrees, or out
of phase, of Wall 1. The Midchamber 3 location is generally in phase with Wall 2 or
follows by less than 30 degrees. This phasing sequence indicates a moving pressure
wave across the chamber. This behavior is present in all tests, regardless of unsteady
pressure amplitude. This behavior is also maintained whether Study fuel is off or
on. Standing fundamental wave behavior, which would be dominated by the 1W
acoustic mode, would be indicated primarily by the left (Wall 1, Midchamber 1, and
Midchamber 2) and right (Wall 2 and Midchamber 3) sides of the chamber being 180
degrees out of phase of each other and the side groups being completely in phase
with each other. The measured phase separations and delays between locations indi-
cate a moving pressure perturbation behavior. A moving pressure wave travels across
the chamber from one wall and is reflected off the opposite wall. The geometrical
and compositional symmetry of the combustion chamber support this behavior. Post
length does not significantly affect these phase lag relationships.
The phase angles of the oxidizer post locations (Figs. 4.11(b) and 4.12(b)) show
the effect of oxidizer post length on the injector interaction with the combustion cham-
ber. As post length increases, the phase angle of the upstream post measurements
linearly increases. This behavior is consistent regardless of unsteady pressure ampli-
tude or study fuel flow. The upstream locations relative to the injector face change
depending on the oxidizer post configuration, but are always a consistent distance
adjacent to the choked inlet to the oxidizer posts. The mechanistic consequences of
the linear trend of post phase angle with post length will be explored in the next
section.
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Between these measurements, and in light of the overall amplitude character be-
tween tests at different post lengths, it is evident that matching acoustic length
resonant behavior between oxidizer posts and the chamber is a critical component
in developing a high amplitude unsteady flowfield. When the resonant time of the





Figure 4.11.. Phase lag of high frequency measurements (in degrees) rel-
ative to the Wall 1 measurement during Study Off hot fire.
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Table 4.4.. Phase lag of high frequency measurements (in degrees) relative
to the Wall 1 measurement during Study Off hot fire. Blank spaces were
not measured in the test, faulted during the test, or were insufficiently













































































3.3”a 79 1511 176 23 -5 202 125 120 118 166 164 4.7 4.9
3.3”b 80 1511 174 23 -4 184 126 123 119 100 408 4.7 4.9
3.85”a 92 1545 174 24 10 205 150 130 148 242 159 4.9 5.1
3.85”b 93 1572 178 22 6 182 153 135 151 252 199 4.9 5.1
4.4”d 73 1642 180 19 0 198 183 132 601 169 4.7 4.9
4.4”e 88 1583 176 26 10 198 132 173 191 161 4.7 4.9
4.4”f 89 1667 180 22 1 205 183 135 182 177 382 4.9 5.1
6.68”a 83 1644 190 -13 -5 166 261 86 254 121 133 4.7 4.9




Figure 4.12.. Phase lag of high frequency measurements (in degrees) rel-
ative to the Wall 1 measurement during Study On hot fire.
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Table 4.5.. Phase lag of high frequency measurements (in degrees) relative
to the Wall 1 measurement during Study On hot fire. Blank spaces were
not measured in the test, faulted during the test, or were insufficiently













































































3.3”a 79 1881 193 30 17 188 138 158 155 157 192 5.3 5.5
3.3”b 80 1892 194 36 24 178 140 154 155 182 191 5.3 5.5
3.85”a 92 1862 194 37 25 163 162 112 179 163 190 5.5 5.7
3.85”b 93 1873 195 36 21 170 165 124 174 185 192 5.5 5.7
4.4”d 73 1843 184 31 13 202 186 111 242 183 5.3 5.5
4.4”e 88 1766 183 33 18 198 99 188 215 181 5.3 5.5
4.4”f 89 1812 187 32 16 159 178 108 192 149 186 5.5 5.7
6.68”a 83 1842 206 -17 25 192 277 97 272 143 162 5.3 5.5
6.68”b 84 1823 204 28 19 179 269 258 136 190 5.3 5.5
For high amplitude, general behavior in the oxidizer posts shows traveling pres-
sure pulses in the Driving oxidizer posts (Fig. 4.13). The steep-fronted waveform is
maintained from the chamber (Wall 1) up through the local Driving oxidizer post
(Post 1 DS and Post 1). When Post 1 DS is at higher pressure than Post 1, flow
is slowed or reversed as the nonlinear pressure wave travels upstream. The decay to
minimum pressure takes much longer than the rise to maximum pressure throughout
the post. This flow stoppage and subsequent flow return creates a periodic unsteady
flow of the oxidizer, which leads to a periodic vortex shedding and heat release from
the injector. Along with the post resonance already identified, this indicates a cou-
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pled mechanism of periodic heat release and unsteady pressure which will lead to an
unstable condition under the Rayleigh Criterion.
Figure 4.13.. Post 1 high-pass filtered pressure trace from high amplitude
4.40”. Test 73.
4.3.1 Oxidizer Post Timing
With instrumented locations in the oxidizer posts, it is possible to calculated
the effective speed of pressure pulses in the oxidizer posts. Between configurations,
the oxidizer post length was the principal difference. The oxidizer post phase lags
(Figs. 4.11 and 4.12) showed a clear linear trend as a function of post length, a
behavior not repeated in the main chamber. The time lag was calculated using the
same cross-correlation procedure as the previous calculation of chamber and post
phase lags relative to chamber Wall 1. Using measured time lags and these known
instrumentation locations, the post response velocity can be calculated.
Using CEA and the measured mean post and chamber pressure, the post sound
speed should be 1990 ft/s. This assumes full decomposition of 90% solution H2O2.
Using the same CEA output, the calculated mean flow velocity is 710 ft/s. This
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assumes a 0.43 lb/s per-element oxidizer flow rate and CEA-calculated density. This
results in an effective mean flow Mach number of 0.36, which is high enough to affect
the effective upstream and downstream acoustic velocities. Corrected for mean flow,
these are 1210 ft/s and 2700 ft/s, respectively.
Fig. 4.14 shows the calculated Post 1 timing for various oxidizer post lengths for
both Study Off and Study On operation. The slopes for these lines, respectively are
1410 ft/s and 1358 ft/s. These are close matches to the predicted upstream mean
flow corrected sound speed. This indicates that the post response is acoustic, and
chamber pressure perturbations travel upstream the oxidizer tube. This behavior
occurs during low and high amplitude measured conditions. Filtering out chamber
frequency content does not change this phase lag consistency. The post phase lag
behavior is not due to a forced locking based on frequency but is instead a reflected
response to local chamber fluctuations.
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Figure 4.14.. Post 1 time lags during Study Off and On combustion.
4.4 Study Element Influence
Testing during check out and main data collection identified the center Study
element as having a stronger interaction with the unstable flowfield than was an-
ticipated. The general approach of this study was to establish an unstable flowfield
using the Driving elements and subject the Study element to this flowfield to study its
combustion response through high frequency pressure measurement and high speed
imaging. As noted in Section 4.1, check out testing revealed that the Study element
fuel flow at the nominal flow rate resulted in a significant damping of high amplitude
pressure oscillations at limit cycle.
Test 52 was performed using the Study Fuel On/Off/On timing that was used for
all data collection tests. The Study fuel flow rate was at its nominal state (0.053
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lbm/s). The Driving fuel flow rate was at its reduced state (0.241 lbm/s). The H2O2
flow rate was constant throughout all testing (3.03 lbm/s). In this test (Fig. 4.15),
the chamber was ignited at 4.1s, and the flowfield went into a high amplitude limit
cycle 0.3s following ignition. Study fuel was brought back on at 5.5s, the limit cycle
fell apart and went to a weakly coherent stable state.
Figure 4.15.. High pass filtered pressure from Wall 1 of Test 52. Limit
cycle is damped when Study fuel is turned on at 5.5s.
For Test 68, the Study fuel flow rate was reduced from its nominal value by half
(0.024 lbm/s). This is referred to as the reduced Study fuel flow rate and was used for
all main data collection tests. In this test, a high amplitude limit cycle developed upon
ignition. Unlike the previous test, the limit cycle continued upon the second instance
of Study fuel at 4.9s (Fig. 4.16). All other conditions were nearly identical between
these two test cases. The Study element fuel flow rate was the principal difference
between these two cases. Oxidizer was flowing through all elements throughout the
test, including the Study element. The Study fuel flow has a significant impact on
the maintenance of a high amplitude limit cycle and can lead to a damping effect.
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Figure 4.16.. High pass filtered pressure from Wall 1 of Test 68. Limit
cycle is maintained when Study fuel is turned on at 4.9s.
In main data collection, the Study element fuel flow still had a significant effect
on frequency content and flowfield coherency. Power spectral densities (PSD) of
the 0.2s prior to commanding the second instance of Study fuel and the 0.2s prior
to commanding off both fuel flows are presented (Figs. 4.17 and 4.18). These are
referred to as the Study Off and Study On periods, respectively. Between the Study
Off and Study On periods, there is a clear reduction in mode peak power and a
spreading of mode peak shape. Both of these indicate a reduction in overall pressure
amplitude and mode coherence. This is most notable for the first mode peak near
1850Hz. The Study element fuel flow is the only difference between these two time
periods and is the cause of this behavior. This behavior is present regardless of post
length. Further PSDs are presented in Appendix B for all high frequency transducers
in all hot fire tests during main data collection.
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Figure 4.17.. Power spectral densities of the Wall 1 pressure during hot
fire of Test 80 at 3.3” Driving oxidizer post length.
Figure 4.18.. Power spectral densities of the Wall 1 pressure during hot
fire of Test 93 at 3.85” Driving oxidizer post length.
The Study element fuel flow also caused a reduction in cross-correlation magni-
tude in the phase lag calculation presented in Section. The maximum cross-correlation
magnitude across the test is presented in Fig. 4.19. These are the cross-correlation
magnitude maxima as a function of time for each high frequency pressure transducer
relative to the Wall 1 measurement. In each test, the magnitude universally drops
upon the second instance of Study element fuel flow. Cross-correlation is a measure
of the coherence between two signals as a function of applied time lag. The Study ele-
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ment fuel flow results in a reduction in coherence between the pressure measurements
across the chamber. This disturbance interrupts the positive feedback necessary to
support a high amplitude limit cycle.
(a) Test 80 - 3.30” (b) Test 92 - 3.85”
(c) Test 89 - 4.40” (d) Test 84 - 6.68”
Figure 4.19.. Cross-correlation magnitudes relative to the Wall 1 location.
The magnitude drop at either 5.0s or 5.2s, depending on the test, is at
the same time as the initiation of the Study element fuel flow.
The Study element fuel flow has a dramatic impact on unsteady flowfield coherency
and amplitude. It can break a sustained limit cycle and lead to stable operation. This
behavior is present in all tested post lengths and Study fuel flow rates. Reducing
the Study fuel flow rate does have some success in maintaining a developed limit
cycle. However, the reductions in pressure signal amplitude and coherence are still
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present. Since the Study element oxidizer flows throughout hot fire, the change
must be linked to the fuel flow and most likely, its combustion. The combustion
influence can be tested by flowing an inert gas in place of the Study element fuel. The
principal differences brought about by the Study element combustion are increased
heat input and a change in chamber spatial composition. In Study Off, the chamber
composition is combustion products on the outer four elements and oxidizer flow from
the center three elements. In Study On, the Study element is producing combustion
products, leading to five distinct compositional regions as a traveling wave moves
across the chamber instead of three regions of Study Off. Since the unsteady flowfield
is principally characterized by a traveling pressure wave, the change in heat input or
density across the center of the chamber is disturbing this pressure wave and lead to
a damping effect.
The Study element fuel flow and combustion significantly interacted with the
driven unstable flowfield, serving primarily as a stabilizing mechanism. This is counter
to the original intent of recording the Study element response as a passive reaction
to the unstable flowfield. Further investigation is needed in using element interaction
with an unstable flowfield as a damping mechanism.
4.5 Stability Bifurcation
Numerous tests at the 4.40” oxidizer post length configuration identified a stability
bifurcation. For tests of the same physical configuration and mean propellant flow
rates, the flowfield would either have a low amplitude level of <10% P’/Pc peak-to-
peak amplitude or a high amplitude level of 80% P’/Pc peak-to-peak amplitude (Fig.
4.20). The high amplitude tests were Tests 68 and 73. The low amplitude tests were
Tests 72, 83, and 84. All of these tests used the same mean propellant flow rates.
Test 72 used a Study fuel On/Off timing where the hot fire period was initiated with
a Study fuel on steady state period, then let run with a Study fuel off steady state
period. The other tests used the previously described Study fuel On/Off/On timing.
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Test 84 had the Study Off timing extended by 0.2s after the low amplitude bifurcation
was identified in Test 83.
(a) Test 68 - High Amplitude (b) Test 73 - High Amplitude
(c) Test 88 - Low Amplitude (d) Test 89 - Low Amplitude
Figure 4.20.. High pass filtered pressure at the Wall 1 location. The same
timing method was used in all cases
All tests at the 4.40” oxidizer post length configuration had similar phase lag
behavior across the high frequency measurement locations (Section 4.3). Wall 1 and
Wall 2 were 180 degrees opposite in phase. The upstream Post measurements (Posts
1 and 2) were also 180 degrees in phase from Wall 1. The acoustic phase lag map
was not significantly different between the low amplitude and high amplitude cases.
Moreover, identical measured Oxidizer and Driving fuel flow rates (Table 4.6) and
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timing across these tests suggest that these are also not significant in differences
between these cases.
Based on experience from experimentally selecting fuel flow rates and adjusting
timing during check out testing (Section 4.1), the behavior of the Study fuel was most
likely the cause of the stability bifurcation. The Study fuel On/Off/On timing was
developed to allow, in sequence: chamber ignition, unstable flowfield development,
and subjection of the Study element combustion to the unstable flowfield. In every
test, the same Study fuel flow rate was targeted, and nearly the same Study fuel flow
rates were measured (Table 4.1). In Tests 68 and 73, the chamber flowfield initiated
into high amplitude instability following ignition. In Test 68, this high amplitude
was maintained throughout the test. In Test 73, there were distinct regions of high
amplitude and low amplitude. Triggering to high amplitude limit cycle did not occur
until the first instance of Study fuel flow was complete, indicating a Study fuel effect.
However, the majority of the test, as well as the entire second Study On portion, were
high amplitude unstable. In Test 83, the chamber flowfield did not initiate into high
amplitude instability throughout hot fire. In Test 84, the chamber flowfield initiated
slow growth into instability in the last 0.2s of the Study Off period, which was then
damped upon the initiation of the second instance of Study fuel (Section 4.4). Test 84
showed slow growth to a limit cycle initiated far later than in any previous test. As
this late growth started, the Study fuel manifold was sufficiently purged for 0.3s and
would not be an influence on the unsteady flowfield development. This suggests the
4.40” post length configuration is favorable to a high amplitude limit cycle, but a lack
of an initiation condition at the beginning of hot fire prevents immediate spontaneous
triggering to instability.
The principal difference identified between the high amplitude and low amplitude
4.40” post length cases is the behavior of the U/S venture pressure transient at the
start of the hot fire. In Tests 73, 88, and 89, the peak pressure was 15% higher than
in Test 68 (Table 4.6). The Study fuel pressure is directly controlled by a computer
controlled air-loaded regulator with feedback from the Study Fuel Upstream Venturi
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Table 4.6.. Manifold and chamber pressures from the startup period
(4.10s-4.35s)
Test 68 73 88 89
Pc (psi) 105 110 109 110
Driving CH4 Manifold mean pressure (psi) 182 177 179 180
H2O2 Manifold mean pressure (psi) 376 382 370 367
Study CH4 Manifold mean pressure (psi) 157 187 177 186
Study CH4 Manifold maximum pressure (psi) 171 205 202 206
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pressure transducer. Among the issues worked out during check out testing, the
regulator pressure timing had to be determined such that the proper pressure would
be delivered to the venturi for as much of the flow duration as possible. This requires
that the regulator begin flowing prior to valve command open. This ensures that the
regulator is open and flowing propellant when the valve physically opens. In practice,
computer-controlled regulators for gaseous propellants are set below their targeted
steady state pressure prior to testing and raised to that pressure prior to valve open.
If the pressure was simply set at the targeted steady state pressure, the regulator
would set that pressure and be closed at valve open. As the propellant flows out of
the valve, a pressure drop ensues before the regulator receives feedback to open and
set the pressure back to target. This extended transient is avoided by raising the
set pressure just before the valve opens. In practice, this timing must be adjusted
from test day to test day. Regulator controller drift, propellant bottle pressure, and
propellant temperature all affect regulator operation. While the same conditions are
targeted and met prior to hot fire testing, these issues do create an environment for
differences between tests.
(a) Test 68 DS pressure trace (b) Test 88 DS pressure trace
Figure 4.21.. Propellant manifold and chamber pressures. Note the rise
in Study manifold pressure at 4.0s at the initiation of hot fire.
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The Study element manifold pressure was the principal significant difference iden-
tified between high and low amplitude tests at the 4.40” configuration. Coupled with
the Study element fuel damping influence identified in check out testing (Section 4.1)
and data collection (Section 4.4), it is further apparent that the Study fuel has a
significant damping effect on the development or presence of an unsteady flowfield.
For this experiment, Study fuel flow influence has the capacity to overcome the nat-
ural tendency of a configuration to develop a high amplitude limit cycle. While the
combustor geometry and flow composition were constant, a pressure amplitude bi-
furcation was recorded between the 4.40” post length cases. The phase lag timing
across the 4.40” tests was the same, indicating a similar acoustic geometry. These
conditions were able to support both high and low amplitude unsteady flowfields. A
triggering event or condition is necessary to either trigger growth to high amplitude
or maintenance at a low amplitude. While the triggering condition is often the broad-
band amplitude noise of ignition, this is clearly not the only condition necessary to
trigger growth and can be overwhelmed by other factors, such as element fuel flow.
4.6 High Speed Imaging
High speed imaging of the Study element combustion was taken using an intensifier
and high speed camera with a narrow band OH* filter. All presented recordings were
taken during steady state periods of the second Study On instance, as determined
by chamber and propellant manifold pressures. The viewing window was a 3.25”
square. In all imaging, the window edges were visible, allowing a length scale to
be used to quantitatively measure the flame shape and size. Flame dynamics and
emission magnitudes are used as qualitative markers for heat release as described in
Section 2.6.
Time slice selection was attempted as described in Section 3.3.1. For Test 73,
high amplitude pressure oscillations resulted in strong steadiness and meeting of the
described slice selection parameters. In all other OH* imaging cases, the pressure
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data lacked the steadiness and coherence to satisfy both specified and relaxed slice
selection criteria. To compensate, the criteria were removed. Slices were specified to
be 15 periods of the overall fundamental acoustic mode with no specification on the
amplitude steadiness. This is used for all imaging cases except for case 73.
4.6.1 Mean Image Analysis
Mean images are generated for each time slice. These show the spatial distribution
of the time-independent mean flame emission. The Study element fuel annulus is
0.908” diameter and is flush with the top center of the window
Test 73 was at 4.40” Driving oxidizer post length and showed high amplitude
nonlinear pressure waveforms of 80% of mean chamber pressure. The mean flame
emission image from this test shows a shortened flame, confined to the top third of
the visible window (Figure 4.22). The flame length is 0.98” from the injector face.
The flame width is 2.04”. The flame is shortened due to high amplitude velocity
fluctuations breaking the flame down close to the injector face. Flame holding is at
the injector annulus edges. The flame fans outward from the edges of the injector.
The mean flame is fully contained within the visible window.
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Figure 4.22.. Test 73 mean image. 4.4” Driving oxidizer post length. High
amplitude. The red line indicates the Study fuel annulus outlet.
Table 4.7.. Flame mean lengths and widths
Test Post Length (in.) Flame Length (in.) Flame Width (in.)
73 4.40 2.55 1.74
88 4.40 2.60 1.75
89 4.40 2.70 1.85
79 3.30 2.28 1.79
80 3.30 2.33 1.79
92 3.85 2.73 1.88
93 3.85 2.75 1.85
83 6.68 2.93 1.71
84 6.68 2.97 1.58
Low amplitude cases at 4.40”, 3.85”, and 3.30” all resulted in similar mean flame
distributions (Figure 4.23). Flame holding is on the injector face at the top of the
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image. Two lobes extend downward form the injector face and converge into a higher
magnitude region near the center of the image. The flame length was significantly
longer and slightly narrower in these low amplitude cases than the high amplitude
case. Average flame length is about 2.7”. Average flame width is about 1.8”. The
longer flame length is due to the reduced magnitude velocity oscillations in the window
region. The weaker momentum of the transverse velocity oscillations does not disturb
the flame shape as much as was seen in the high amplitude case. The flame is able
to penetrate farther downstream. The two flame lobes attach to the outer edges
of the injector fuel annulus. The low emission region immediately downstream of
the injector and the high emission lobes are indicative of line-of-sight imaging of a
coaxial flame. The flame expands outward from the injector to a maximum of twice
the injector diameter, which is not as severe as the expansion in the high amplitude
case. The flame is still within the visible area of the window.
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(a) Test 89. 4.40”. Low Amplitude
(b) Test 92. 3.85” (c) Test 79. 3.30”
Figure 4.23.. Mean images from low amplitude cases. The red line indi-
cates the Study fuel annulus outlet.
The 6.68” driving ox post length cases also showed low amplitude operation.
Flame distribution was similar to the other low amplitude cases (Figure 4.24). The
principal difference was the length of the mean flame. For the 6.68” cases, the flame
was about 2.9” long, which is longer than any other case. The 6.68” cases had both
the weakest amplitude and the poorest cross-correlation coherence. The longer flame
downstream penetration is likely due to this weak transverse disturbance of the flame.
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This is also apparent in the length of the low emission center region, which is longer
for this case than any other cases. As indicated by the lobes, flame holding is still on
the injector.
Figure 4.24.. Test 83 mean image. 6.68” Driving oxidizer post length.
The red line indicates the Study fuel annulus outlet.
4.6.2 POD Analysis
Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) was performed on the images in the se-
lected time slices. POD analysis will identify the best descriptive behavior of the
processed images, yielding linked temporal and spatial modes that have not been se-
lected solely on a frequency basis. In Test 73, POD Mode 1 shows the most prominent
and descriptive behavior of the images. The spatial mode shows two distinct high
magnitude opposite signed regions on opposite sides of the chamber (Figure 4.25(b)).
These flame regions correspond to the location of the mean flame in the near injector
region. The temporal mode shows a distinct nonlinear waveform (Figure 4.25(a)) and
frequency content at the fundamental mode and all higher harmonics (Figure 4.25(c)).
As determined by cross-correlation magnitude, the time lag between the POD Mode 1
temporal mode and the Wall 1 pressure measurement is 8-9x10−5s. This corresponds
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to the POD Mode leading the Wall 1 location. The positive region at the upper right
of the frame will lead a pressure peak far to the left of the frame. With this flame,
the hot oxidizer core has significantly more momentum than the lower flow rate room
temperature fuel. Velocity perturbations across the center of the chamber will affect
the annular fuel flow more than the oxidizer core flow. When the leftward running
pressure wave moves across the window, fuel is pushed into the shear layer on the
right side of the oxidizer jet and out of the left side of the oxidizer jet. This result in
increased combustion and light emission on the right side of the flame at this time.
This behavior occurs with opposite sign for the rightward running pressure wave.
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(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 High-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) PSD of Temporal Mode
Figure 4.25.. POD Mode 1 from Test 73. 4.4” oxidizer post length. High
amplitude.
PODMode 2 is primarily linked to the even harmonics of the combustion response.
Frequency response is prominent at the 2W, 4W, and 6W modes (Figure 4.26). The
spatial distribution is symmetric with a large positive region in the center of the
window and smaller negative regions in the upper corners. The temporal mode shows
consistent coupling with the Wall 1 pressure. Coupled with the POD Mode 1 results,
this further supports the motion of the flame emission with the running pressure
wave.
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(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 High-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) PSD of Temporal Mode
Figure 4.26.. POD Mode 2 from Test 73. 4.4” oxidizer post length. High
amplitude.
In the low amplitude imaging cases (Tests 79, 80, 83, 84, 88, 89, 92, 93), weak
content at the 1W mode was the only acoustic mode measured in the POD analy-
sis. Unlike the high amplitude case, no higher acoustic mode behavior was seen in
the combustion response (Figure 4.27(c)). For POD Mode 1 with 1W content, the
spatial modes show a consistent antisymmetric dual lobed spatial distribution (Fig-
ure 4.27(b)). Consistent with 1W coupling, this spatial distribution reflects a response
to a periodic left-right velocity oscillation. The lower forcing amplitude resulting from
the lower pressure amplitude leads to a smaller range of left-right motion and to the
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dual lobes on either side of the frame. The weaker amplitude leads to a wide distribu-
tion in phase lag between the temporal mode and the high pass filtered pressure. This
distribution will be investigated further in Section 4.7.5. For all recorded POD mode
distributions at low amplitude, only one POD mode shows the weak 1W frequency
content. It is always either in POD Mode 1 or 2. If in Mode 2, POD mode 1 will not
show this frequency content. In these latter cases especially, the weak combustion
response is highlighted by the energy sorting of the POD modes. Noisy modes with
no notable spatial or temporal content can be more mathematically descriptive of the
combustion response than a single weakly coupled frequency behavior.
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(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 High-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) PSD of Temporal Mode
Figure 4.27.. POD Mode 1 from Test 89. 4.40” Driving oxidizer post
length. Low amplitude
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(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 High-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) PSD of Temporal Mode
Figure 4.28.. POD Mode 1 from Test 92. 3.85” Driving oxidizer post
length.
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(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 High-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) PSD of Temporal Mode
Figure 4.29.. POD Mode 1 from Test 79. 3.30” Driving oxidizer post
length.
In the 6.68” cases (Tests 83 and 84), the same sorting of weak frequency content
was present in the POD analysis as in the other low amplitude cases (Figure 4.30.
The primary difference was the spatial distribution. The same dual lobed antisym-
metric behavior was present. However, the outer lobes were stretched significantly
downstream, and the inner lobes were reduced in length. This difference in distribu-
tion is consistent with the difference in mean distribution noted in Section 4.6.1. It is
due to the weak amplitude and weak coherence of the unsteady flowfield at the 6.68”
Driving post length.
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(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 High-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) PSD of Temporal Mode
Figure 4.30.. POD Mode 1 from Test 83. 6.68” Driving oxidizer post
length.
4.6.3 DMD Analysis
Dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) was performed on the images in the selected
time slices. DMD selects temporal and spatial behavior sorted by frequency and does
so without reduction of data content.
In Test 73, DMD frequency peaks correspond to the fundamental mode and higher
harmonics (Figure 4.31(c)). The highest DMD Mode peak is associated with the
chamber 1W frequency of around 1785Hz. Similar to POD Mode 1 from the same
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test, the spatial mode for this frequency shows two distinct high magnitude opposite
signed regions on opposite sides of the chamber. These flame regions correspond
to the location of the mean flame in the near injector region. The temporal mode
component has a constant phase relationship with the Wall 1 pressure measurement
band pass filtered at the same frequency as the DMD mode peak. Similar to the
POD Mode 1, the DMD temporal component leads the band-pass filtered pressure.
The lead is by approximately 65 degrees. Increased emission and heat release occur
in the right near injector region as the pressure wave passes through the fuel annulus
and shifts its flow farther into the shear layer. All of this behavior and distribution
is similar to that measured in POD Mode 1 for this test. POD Mode 1 had most
significant frequency content at the 1W frequency, which was the highest power peak
in the DMD analysis. Both are identifying the 1W frequency response as the most
significant action on the flame.
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(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 Band-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) Frequency Power Distribution
Figure 4.31.. DMD 1W mode from Test 73. 4.40” Driving oxidizer post
length. High amplitude.
The DMD analysis of low amplitude cases continued the temporal and spatial
similarity with corresponding POD analysis. Frequency content was significantly
reduced in DMD analysis of these time slices. The 1W peak was always present
but was reduced in power compared to that measured in the high amplitude case.
The 2W peak was present in very few time slices with momentarily higher modal
coherence. Higher acoustic modes were not recorded. For the 1W associated DMD
mode, the low amplitude 4.4” cases and all 3.3”, 3.85”, and 6.68” cases showed the
same two lobed antisymmetric spatial distribution recorded in the POD analysis.
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The 6.68” DMD cases had the same lobe stretching present in the POD analysis of
the same cases. The DMD analysis identified the weak 1W frequency as the most
significant high frequency content. As the most significant modal behavior, this is
also the behavior identified as the most descriptive mode in the POD analysis, hence
the similarity in the two analyses. The phase relationship between the DMD temporal
mode component and the bandpass filtered pressure showed a wide distribution with
amplitude and will be explored further in Section 4.7.6.
(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 Band-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) Frequency Power Distribution
Figure 4.32.. DMD 1W mode from Test 89. 4.40” Driving oxidizer post
length. Low amplitude.
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(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 Band-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) Frequency Power Distribution
Figure 4.33.. DMD 1W mode from Test 92. 3.85” Driving oxidizer post
length.
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(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 Band-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) Frequency Power Distribution
Figure 4.34.. DMD 1W mode from Test 79. 3.30” Driving oxidizer post
length.
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(a) Temporal Mode and Wall 1 Band-pass fil-
tered pressure
(b) Spatial Mode
(c) Frequency Power Distribution
Figure 4.35.. DMD 1W mode from Test 83. 6.68” Driving oxidizer post
length.
Both the DMD and POD analyses were able to identify significant behaviors
related to the acoustic content of the unsteady flowfield in both high and low am-
plitude operation. Consistent spatial and temporal behavior was identified. Spatial
mode components indicate left-right motion at different magnitudes directly related
to the pressure magnitudes of the unsteady flowfield. Phase lag between temporal
mode components and pressure signals showed consistent phasing at high pressure
amplitudes and inconsistent phasing at low pressure amplitudes. This is due to a
direct relationship between signal coherence and unsteady pressure amplitude.
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POD analysis sorts spatial and temporally resolved modal behavior based on
energetic and descriptive content, while DMD analysis sorts the same information
on a frequency basis. Both are powerful and useful methods to meaningfully analyze
the combustion response from these large data sets. However, the POD analysis shows
the most promise in future analysis. For nonlinear analysis, forcing decomposition
to specific frequencies ignores non-frequency based signal forms. While DMD does
not filter data away in its decomposition, the frequency separation ignores analysis of
these type of signals. For the strong nonlinear waveforms recorded in high amplitude
operation, POD analysis best represents the comparative nonlinear response. Both
analyses should continue use, but POD offers the best data comparison with the least
reduction in data, especially in forcing to sinusoidal behavior.
4.7 Combustion Response Function Development
Response functions are generated using the procedure described in Chapter 3.
However, the pressure data during steady state combustion for most tests was not
coherent enough to select time slices in the method detailed in Chapter 3. In order to
incorporate the full range of data at different post length configurations, the results
presented here use the full time length of steady state combustion in each test split
into 15-period length segments based on the measured 1W period.
4.7.1 Aggregate Intensity Response Function
In Figs. 4.36 and 4.37, the Aggregate Intensity response function shows a wide
spread distribution for low amplitude and a tightly grouped distribution for the high
amplitude case. For high amplitude, the intensity fluctuation is about +/-6% of the
mean frame sum intensity. For low amplitude this value ranges from 4% to 14%.
The low amplitude cases had noticeably more noise than the high amplitude case.
The lack of coherence in the response accounts for the wider distribution of intensity
fluctuation. For high amplitude, the frequency response shows its most significant
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content near 3600Hz, which corresponds to the 2W acoustic mode. This makes sense
given the studied element is located at a 2W pressure antinode. The low amplitude
response does not have this strong corresponding frequency content, as total power
is not sufficient to excite a measurably response. This follows from the lack of near
3600Hz (2W) response noted in the DMD analysis. There is no apparent trend for
Aggregate Intensity as a function of Driving oxidizer post length.
Figure 4.36.. Response function of normalized Aggregate Intensity as a
function of normalized pressure amplitude and as a function of Driving
Oxidizer post length.
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Figure 4.37.. Response function of normalized Aggregate Intensity as a
function of frequency and normalized pressure amplitude.
4.7.2 Center of Intensity Response Function
In Figs. 4.38 and 4.39, the x component Center of Intensity response function
shows a broadly distributed linear response at low amplitude and a cluster about
a mean at high amplitude. For x Center of Intensity response, measured values
essentially represent the average motion of the flame in the x direction. For low
amplitude, there is a spread distribution about a linear mean. The slope of this
line is positive, indicating the flame motion increases with pressure amplitude. This
follows expected behavior based on flame perturbation by left-right periodic velocity
waves. For high amplitudes, this linear trend is not extended higher and instead settles
around the maximum value measured at low amplitude. Based on the difference in
DMD and POD spatial responses between low and high amplitudes, there is a clear
change in flame behavior between amplitude extremes, which changes the aggregate
effective motion of the flame. There is no apparent relation between Driving oxidizer
post length and x Center of Intensity response. For the low order response metrics
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of Aggregate Intensity and Center of Intensity, it is apparent that forcing amplitude
is more important than post length in determining combustion response. The overall
frequency response shows most significant content near 1800Hz, which corresponds to
the 1W mode. The study injector is located at the 1W velocity antinode. Combined
with the comparative lack of response in the global intensity fluctuation at the 1W
frequency, this suggests that acoustic velocity perturbations are shifting the flame left
and right but are not causing any significant fluctuations in the light emission.
Figure 4.38.. Response function of normalized x component center of
intensity as a function of normalized pressure amplitude and as a function
of Driving Oxidizer post length.
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Figure 4.39.. Response function of normalized x component center of
intensity as a function of frequency and normalized pressure amplitude.
4.7.3 POD Magnitude Response Functions
In Fig. 4.40, the normalized POD Mode 1 response function shows a distributed
linear response for low magnitude and a group about a mean for high amplitude.
This response is of the same form as the x Center of Intensity response. POD spatial
modes confirm a left-right opposing response which corresponds to periodic motion,
which is the most descriptive behavior of the flame images. The same behavior is
captured in both analyses. It follows that the POD Mode 1 response will be similar
to the x Center of Intensity response. There is also no apparent trend with Driving
oxidizer post length.
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Figure 4.40.. Response function of normalized POD Mode 1 as a function
of normalized pressure amplitude and as a function of Driving Oxidizer
post length.
4.7.4 DMD Magnitude Response Functions
In Fig. 4.41, the normalized DMD 1W response function shows a distributed
linear response for low magnitude and a group about a mean for high amplitude. As
with the POD Mode 1 response, this response is of the same form as the x Center
of Intensity response. DMD 1W spatial modes confirm a left-right opposing response
corresponding to periodic motion. These data points came from the highest amplitude
DMD frequency content and are the most descriptive DMD modes of each time slice.
It has been established that the POD Mode 1 and DMD 1W spatial modes identified
similar response as the most representative periodic behavior of the Study flame.
This response is a direct result of left-right acoustic velocity perturbations at all
amplitudes.
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Figure 4.41.. Response function of normalized DMD mode at the 1W
mode as a function of normalized pressure amplitude and as a function of
Driving Oxidizer post length.
4.7.5 POD Time Lag Response Functions
In Fig. 4.42, the POD/pressure time lag response function shows the phase lag
in degrees of the POD response relative to the highpass filtered pressure peak on the
right wall (Wall 1) of the combustor. For high amplitude, the phase lag is consistently
at 75 degrees, which indicates that image response is leading pressure. This follows
from the spatial POD modes, which coupled a POD temporal peak with light emission
in the upstream right hand region near the study injector. This light emission arises
from the acoustic velocity perturbation as it pushes the fuel shear layer into the hot
oxidizer jet. For low amplitudes, there is great scattering of the phase lag response.
Across the low amplitude band, the lowest amplitudes are widely spread between
-180 and 180 degrees. This distribution is especially prominent for the 6.68” cases, as
those have been noted as the least coherent in pressure. As amplitude increases for
the low amplitude band, there is a trend towards the 75 degree phase lag recorded
for high amplitude operation. As overall amplitude and coherence increase, acoustic
behavior quickly takes hold and leads towards a phase locked behavior. This trend
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is apparent for all Driving oxidizer post lengths, though the 6.68” response is much
more distributed.
Figure 4.42.. Response function of phase lag between high pass filtered
pressure and POD Mode 1 as functions of normalized pressure amplitude
and Driving oxidizer post length.
4.7.6 DMD Time Lag Response Functions
In Fig. 4.43, the DMD/pressure time lag response function shows the phase lag in
degrees of the DMD response relative to the bandpass filtered pressure peak on the
right wall of the combustor. The Wall 1 pressure is bandpass filtered at the frequency
peak identified by the DMD analysis. Similar to the POD time lag response, there
is a constant phase lag for high amplitude and a distribution of phase lag trending
towards the same phase lag for low amplitude. The similarity between identified
POD and DMD mode behavior has been identified, so this similarity is expected.
The high amplitude band is near constant at 75 degrees. The low amplitude band
is distributed for the lowest amplitude and tends towards 75 degrees as amplitude
increases. Band pass filtering reduces signal noise, leading to a better resolved trend
towards this phase lag mean. This trend is apparent for all Driving oxidizer post
lengths, further indicating that the flame response is primarily due to local pertur-
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bations of the unsteady flowfield independent of post phase behavior with chamber
pressure fluctuations.
Figure 4.43.. Response function of phase lag between band pass filtered
pressure and 1W DMD mode as functions of normalized pressure ampli-
tude and Driving oxidizer post length.
4.8 Preliminary Schlieren Imaging
Schlieren imaging of igniter tests and gCH4 cold flows revealed density gradients
and gas motion in high contrast. While the igniter jet is not in the visible range of
the window, its local effects on ambient chamber gases were evident. Imaging of the
gCH4 cold flow of the center element (Fig. 4.44) showed line-of-sight annular flow
with downstream curling of the flow as it mixed with flowing purge gases.
Schlieren imaging during unstable hot fire showed a moving density gradient across
the window (Fig. 4.45) indicative of a compression wave. Simultaneously recorded
pressure data showed a steep-fronted waveform characteristic to a traveling compres-
sion wave. Rightward running waves followed pressure peaks on the left wall (Wall
1), and leftward running waves followed pressure peaks on the right wall (Wall 2).
Schlieren imaging was used alongside the initial testing of the TIC as a proof of
concept. Based on the success in resolving center element density gradients, schlieren
imaging should be considered for future testing with the TIC.
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Figure 4.44.. Schlieren imaged gCH4 annular flow of the center Study
element. Mean flow is from top to bottom.
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Figure 4.45.. The leftward moving compression wave as imaged through
z- type schlieren. Test 67, Unstable case. gCH4, decomposed H2O2 com-
bustion. Mean flow is from top to bottom.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
A two-dimensional combustor capable of producing varying levels of transverse insta-
bilities is described. Based on experience from the single element longitudinal CVRC,
oxidizer post length is a significant determinant of unsteady pressure amplitude for
oxidizer centered coaxial injectors. That design was extended to the multi-element
configuration of the TIC to test combustion response to transverse pressure oscilla-
tions. A multi-element configuration was used with a linear array of ox-centered shear
coaxial injectors. In sequence across the injector face were three Driving injectors,
one Study injector, and three Driving injectors. The Study injector was placed in
the center of the injector face and used an identical design as the CVRC injector.
The Driving injectors used a simplified CVRC design and had discrete interchange-
able oxidizer posts to allow post length to change between tests. A large window
allowed visualization of the Study element combustion light emission. An array of
high frequency pressure sensors allowed measurement of the unsteady flowfield across
the chamber and oxidizer posts. Near identical test conditions were tested between
the presented tests with the only significant difference between tests being the length
of the Driving element oxidizer posts. High amplitude and low amplitude unsteady
pressure states were measured.
In low amplitude tests, low amplitude frequency content was measured at the
chamber 1W mode, but not at any higher harmonics. At the highest amplitude, the
combustor was highly unstable at frequencies matching the 1W mode and higher har-
monics. Peak to peak pressure amplitudes matched the chamber pressure. Pressure
waveforms indicated a limit cycle and steep fronted nonlinear waves in all measure-
ments.
Phase lags between chamber measurements are consistent across all tests, inde-
pendent of post length. This identifies constant acoustic behavior across chamber
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measurements. The consistent measured phase differences between wall and mid-
chamber measurements identifies a time delay between these points, which signifies
a traveling pressure wave even at low amplitudes. The phase lag measurement code
was successful in determining time resolved phase lags between measurements in the
unsteady flowfield.
Phase lag measurements determined a linear relationship between the oxidizer
posts to chamber flowfield phase angle and the Driving oxidizer post length. From
this linearity, it was determined that the response speed in the posts is the mean
flow adjusted upstream sound speed. This identifies the post response as an acoustic
response to chamber oscillations.
The oxidizer post length in the multi-element transverse combustor can have a
significant effect in modulating unsteady pressure amplitude. This correlates with
the modulating effect of the varying oxidizer post length in the CVRC. With post
length scaled based on frequency and Mach number, stable and unstable behavior as
a function of oxidizer post length was consistent between the TIC and the CVRC.
The most unstable post length used in the TIC was directly scaled to the unstable
CVRC post length.
The Study element significantly influenced the chamber flowfield. Study element
fuel flow and combustion always led to reduced coherence between high frequency
measurements and reduction in unsteady pressure amplitude. Study element combus-
tion was found to directly influence limit cycle triggering. Study element combustion
would prevent limit cycle triggering or damp existing high pressure amplitude oscil-
lations. This behavior was recorded even at a reduced Study fuel flow rate. Coupled
with the predictable phase lag measurements in the Driving oxidizer posts and the
chamber, it is apparent that geometric conditions can exist that will support high
amplitude limit cycle but other conditions are necessary for triggering and growth
into this limit cycle. This was apparent in tests at the same Driving oxidizer post
length and mean flow conditions, but with different amplitude results.
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Future testing with this combustor should investigate an improved timing sequence
to enable faster transition to instability. Since the principal reason for ignition with
Study element fuel flow was even lighting of the combustion chamber, a stronger
igniter should be used as well. Towards future studied elements, an injector element
should be used at a reduced total flow rate, but at more operational O/F. This
will reduce the studied injector elements feedback interaction and disturbance of the
driven unsteady flowfield while allowing study of a more realistic injector element.
The empirical combustion response of the gas-centered, shear-coaxial Study ele-
ment to the generated chamber unsteady flowfield is determined using a variety of
methods. OH* chemiluminescence of the Study element combustion was recorded us-
ing an intensified high speed camera. Time-resolved mean images showed symmetric
flames indicative of a gas-centered shear coaxial injector. The physical window size
enabled full capture of the Study element light emission. The mean image showed a
clear shortening of the flame length as pressure amplitude increased.
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and Dynamic Mode Decomposition
(DMD) analysis of image time slices was performed. These analyses identified spa-
tially and temporally resolved modes of the Study element behavior with similarity to
measured pressure modal behavior. High pressure amplitude operation yielded steep-
fronted nonlinear temporal POD modes with shortened oscillating flame regions in the
temporal mode. Frequency content was noted at all frequencies within the Nyquist
limit of the camera frame rate. In low pressure amplitude operation, only the first
acoustic mode would be identified by the POD analysis. Spatial behavior showed
multiple elongated lobes of oscillating emission, indicating a slow left to right motion
of the light emission in keeping with the weak forcing amplitude.
DMD analysis for high amplitude operation showed frequency content at all fre-
quencies within the Nyquist limit of the camera frame rate. Spatial modes showed a
similar oscillating character and shortened flame length as seen in the POD analysis.
Since the input data has known frequency-based behavior, similarity between POD
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and DMD analyses was expected and is apparent as both methods isolate the most
descriptive content of the input data, by descriptivity and frequency respectively.
The response functions generally fit expected behavior based on the placement
of the observed element in the unstable flowfield. As a measure of the response in
aggregate intensity perturbation, Aggregate Intensity showed a spread response with
no discernible trend as a function of normalized pressure amplitude for low pressure
amplitudes. For high amplitude operation, a stationary flashing was indicated and
was associated with the 2W mode frequency. The x Center of Intensity response
showed a steep slope response for low amplitudes and a grouped response for the
high amplitude case. Across all magnitudes, the response was associated with the
1W mode frequency. This correlates with a left-right shifting response with the trav-
eling acoustic pressure wave. For both metrics, no apparent trends were detected
for post length. Past studies indicate that Aggregate Intensity best captures station-
ary emission perturbation, but the low amplitudes measured in this study produce
very weak response at the higher frequencies associated with this response. The x
Center of Intensity best captures motion of the flame and corresponds well to the
expected behavior of an element at a 1W velocity antinode even at the low measured
amplitudes. These two relatively simple methods provide some insight to instabil-
ity behavior and allow a good qualitative check of processed behavior. However the
data are reduced to such a large degree that little practical application is possible
towards spatially resolved distributions in engineering level models. Better resolved
techniques are necessary for a better characterization of flame behavior.
More sophisticated modal decomposition techniques were also used to analyze
the data. Both the Mode 1 POD and the DMD 1W magnitude responses show a
general linear rise with increasing pressure amplitude. Both of these match the form
and frequency content of the x Center of Intensity response, further identifying the
left-right motion of the flame as the principal response of the flame to the traveling
pressure wave.
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The Mode 1 POD and the DMD 1W time lag responses indicate wide distributions
of the time lag for low amplitude operation. As amplitude increases for all post
lengths, the time lag begins to converge towards the flame leading the wall pressure
just under a quarter wave length. Coupled with the spatial distributions in both
DMD and POD analyses, it is apparent that the leftward traveling pressure wave
increases fuel shear layer mixing, combustion, and light emission on the upstream
right region of the flame. This release is followed by a pressure maximum on the
leftward wall. This time lag is near constant for high amplitude response, owing to
the strong coherence of the pressure limit cycle at this amplitude of operation. This
time lag convergence is present for all post lengths.
Modal analysis through POD and DMD is a potential major improvement that
naturally follows the Galerkin approach of amplitude growth arising from the spatial-
temporal cross section of heat release and pressure modes. In producing a spatially
and temporally resolved response, these analyses produce insight into physical behav-
ior not possible with the other discussed techniques. In application to experimental
results as well as computational results, these modal decomposition techniques are
more useful in gaining insight of combustor behavior and should be used when possi-
ble because they are closer to a physics-based model. The concurrent decomposition
analysis of simulation results and experimental results provides a more rigorous means
of comparison and validation than do lower-order means like separately comparing
frequency, amplitude, and mode shape. These latter methods could compare well but
still be inaccurate because of cumulative errors. Through concurrent decomposition,
experimental and computational results can be identically processed for comparative
validation and insertion into low-order model databases.
Both POD and DMD show spatially and temporally resolved modes of the overall
behavior. The principal contrast between the two methods is the ordering by de-
scriptivity and frequency, respectively, of the two methods. Since POD modes often
contain frequency content from multiple frequencies and DMD modes necessarily are
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limited to a single frequency, the choice of method is dictated by the usefulness as
applied to the input data and related predictive techniques.
With nonlinear acoustic behavior and multiple harmonics being recorded by both
pressure and emission measurement, POD analysis was the preferred method for
direct modal comparison. Without a frequency sorting limitation, POD is able to
reveal more complex behavior not otherwise revealed on a frequency basis. However,
frequency sorted content of DMD does enable the best assignment to acoustic modal
behavior and the best comparison to single frequency predictive codes, such as the
Generalized Instability Model (GIM).
Determination of empirical combustion response models can be complicated if
the oscillating field is non-stationary, thus an automated technique is necessary to
identify time slices of near stationarity so that reliable combustion response can be
measured. In the presented test series, the slice selection code was not able to isolate
a meaningful number of near stationary pressure data slice. This was due to the noted
weak amplitude and coherence measured. The stationarity assumption was relaxed
for this analysis. Useful analysis was generated in spite of this relaxation. While not
successful at weaker pressure amplitudes, the slice selection algorithm showed success
in identifying near stationary time slices of pressure data in high amplitude limit
cycles and should be used in such study.
The overall image analysis code was able to easily incorporate new methods of
image analysis and determine response functions based on whole or part of the input
data. It was written for ease of use for any data using unsteady pressure/velocity
measurements and is being implemented in studies in longitudinal rocket and gas
turbine combustion instability. The code enabled reduction of large image and pres-
sure data sets into meaningful representative results. Automation enabled quick and
thorough processing of such data sets into characteristic modes and response func-
tions. Multiple test conditions were sequentially analyzed in a single run of the code
to identify large scale trends across the test campaign.
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Study at low pressure amplitudes still yielded much useful information about
the unsteady flowfield and was largely derived from measures of inter-measurement
cross-correlation and coherence. Coherence universally scaled with unsteady pressure
amplitude. Further study is needed in using coherence as a metric for unsteady
flowfield characterization. Flowfield organization naturally leads to high amplitude
triggering and growth. The oscillation decrement method is an initial foray into
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Kulite introduces a new small and compact Water Cooled Pressure Transducer  for both dynamic 
and static pressure measurements in extreme temperature environments such as automotive 
and turbine exhaust systems. The WCTV-312 combines Kulite's patented Low Cost Leadless 
Silicon Technology and a Miniature Water Cooled Jacket to provide pressure measurement 
capabilities previously unavailable.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ??????
WCTV-312 (M) 
? High Signal to Noise Ratio
? Patented Leadless Technology VIS® 
? No Charge Amp Required 
 No Special Cable Required
? Superior Thermal Protection
? Both Dynamic and Static Pressure Capabilities
?  Extreme Temperature Capabilities Such As Required
 In Exhaust Systems 



























INTERNAL TEMPERATURE Vs GAS TEMPERATURE For WCT

















Operational Mode Absolute, Sealed Gage
Over Pressure 2 Times Rated Pressure 
Burst Pressure 3 Times Rated Pressure
Pressure Media Compatible With Exhaust Gases and Fluids and Any Media Compatible With SiO2 and 15-5 PH Stainless Steel
Rated Electrical Excitation 10 VDC/AC
Maximum Electrical Excitation 15 VDC/AC
Input Impedance 1000 Ohms (Min.)
OUTPUT
Output Impedance 1000 Ohms (Nom.)
Full Scale Output (FSO) 100 mV (Nom.)
Residual Unbalance ± 25 mV (Max.)
Combined Non-Linearity, Hysteresis
  and Repeatability ± 0.1% FSO BFSL (Typ.),  ± 0.5% FSO (Max.)
Resolution Infinitesimal
Natural Frequency (KHz) (Typ.) 240 380 550 700 1000
Insulation Resistance 100 Megohm Min. @ 50 VDC
ENVIRONMENTAL
Water Flow Rate .15 Gal/Min (Typ.)
Operating Temperature Range 75°F to 2000°F (24°C to 1093°C)
Steady Acceleration 10,000g. (Max.)
Linear Vibration 10-2,000 Hz Sine, 100g. (Max.)
PHYSICAL
Electrical Connection 4 Conductor 32 AWG Teflon Shielded Cable 36" Long
Weight 50 Grams (Approx.) Excluding Cable
Pressure Sensing Principle Fully Active Four Arm Wheatstone Bridge Dielectrically Isolated Silicon on Silicon Patented Leadless Technology
Mounting Torque 50 Inch-Pounds (Max.) 6Nm




























PROTECTIVE BRAIDED SHIELD OVER 
CABLE; #30 AWG (4 COND.)
CONNECTOR BURKLIN 70F 8251
TO MATE WITH BURKLIN 70F 8551





















































   











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B. Power Spectral Densities
Figure B.2.. Test 73, 4.40” post length power spectral densities - Study On
146
Figure B.1.. Test 73, 4.40” post length power spectral densities - Study Off
147
Figure B.4.. Test 79, 3.30” post length power spectral densities - Study On
148
Figure B.5.. Test 80, 3.30” post length power spectral densities - Study Off
149
Figure B.6.. Test 80, 3.30” post length power spectral densities - Study On
150
Figure B.7.. Test 83, 6.68” post length power spectral densities - Study Off
151
Figure B.8.. Test 83, 6.68” post length power spectral densities - Study On
152
Figure B.9.. Test 84, 6.68” post length power spectral densities - Study Off
153
Figure B.10.. Test 84, 6.68” post length power spectral densities - Study
On
154
Figure B.11.. Test 88, 4.40” post length power spectral densities - Study
Off
155
Figure B.12.. Test 88, 4.40” post length power spectral densities - Study
On
156
Figure B.13.. Test 89, 4.40” post length power spectral densities - Study
Off
157
Figure B.14.. Test 89, 4.40” post length power spectral densities - Study
On
158
Figure B.15.. Test 92, 3.85” post length power spectral densities - Study
Off
159
Figure B.16.. Test 92, 3.85” post length power spectral densities - Study
On
160
Figure B.17.. Test 93, 3.85” post length power spectral densities - Study
Off
161
Figure B.18.. Test 93, 3.85” post length power spectral densities - Study
On
162
C. Detailed Image Sequences
163
Figure C.1.. 3.3” test images. Test 80.
164
Figure C.2.. 3.85” test images. Test 93.
165
Figure C.3.. 4.4” test images in high amplitude operation. Test 73.
166
Figure C.4.. 4.4” test images in low amplitude operation. Test 89.
167
Figure C.5.. 6.68” test images. Test 84.
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